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Welcome 
Welcome to the Griffith University 
International Student Guide.

As a former international student, I know that 
making the decision to study overseas is a big one. 
At the moment, there is even more to consider 
than normal. Griffith is committed to ensuring 
that you are well-supported and able to make the 
most of the renowned Griffith student experience, 
wherever you may be when you start your studies 
with us. 

This Guide contains information to help you make 
the right choice about where and what to study. 
For nearly 50 years, Griffith has been helping 
students achieve academic success, and ensuring 
that all our graduates are well-prepared and 
ready for their future careers. We are proud to 
host students from approximately 130 countries, 
and pride ourselves on providing a remarkable 
student experience. We recognise the importance 
of international rankings but, equally importantly, 
are committed to ensuring that you have the 
opportunity to learn from some of the best 
university teachers in Australia, in programs that 
have been designed with the future in mind. 

Congratulations on taking this first step, and I hope 
that you will find what you are looking for in the 
pages of this Guide. Remember, too, that there is 
more information and detail about what Griffith 
has to offer at griffith.edu.au. Please let us know if 
there is anything more that we can do to support 
you in making this significant decision. We’re with 
you all the way, and ready to help in any way we can 
as you embark on your study program.

Professor Sarah Todd 
Vice President (Global)
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About Griffith

At Griffith, we’re led by our values. Our teaching and research prioritise 
innovation and social impact, reflecting our belief that everyone 
deserves a chance to make a difference—for themselves and others.  
We rank among the world’s best universities and continue to improve 
our international standing. In the largest and most credible world 
university rankings, we are ranked in the top 300—placing us in the 
top 2% worldwide.

Future focused
Prepare for the future world of 
work with degrees developed in 
consultation with industry and  
based on cutting-edge research.

Prepared for 
employment
We include real-life industry 
experiences in our degrees and 
have a great range of employability 
initiatives to help you be job-ready.

Ranked in the  
top 2% worldwide
Griffith ranks alongside some  
of the best universities in  
the world.*

Research that makes  
a difference
Benefit from our vibrant research 
culture and learn from researchers  
at the forefront of discovery.

Global impact
Through our teaching and research 
we support you to make a difference 
to the world.

Australia’s most 
awarded teachers
Study at a university that has  
some of the top university  
teachers in Australia.^

Young and ambitious
We rank highly as a young 
university—33rd in the  
2022 Times Higher Education 
Young University Ranking.

Creating  
global citizens
Our degrees have an international 
focus, preparing you for work  
around the world.

*    In four of the largest and most credible world university rankings, Griffith is rated in the top 300. These are the 2022 Times Higher Education World University Rankings: 201-250,  
2021-2022 University Ranking by Academic Performance: 256, 2022 US News Best Global Universities: 201, and the 2022 QS World University Rankings: 290. Current as at June 2022.

^  Teachers who have won more Australian Government awards, citations and fellowships than any other university in the past five years.

Support you need  
to succeed
You will have access to a wide  
range of services to make sure  
you are supported and connected.
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Life in Queensland

Gold Coast
Beautiful beaches, an excellent quality of life and friendly 
people make the Gold Coast a popular study destination.

Average temperature: 15°C – 25°C

Population: More than 630,000*

300 days of sunshine a year 

Beautiful white sandy beaches spanning nearly 
60km of coastline

100,000 hectares of World  
Heritage-listed rainforests

Regional status means students can apply for  
extended post-study work rights^

*   Population data supplied by City of Gold Coast  
goldcoast.qld.gov.au/Council-region/About-our-city/Population-data

 ̂   For more information visit 
griffith.edu.au/international/plan-your-move-to-australia/student-visa

Brisbane
Brisbane is a vibrant, expanding city, offering world-class 
education, a beautiful climate and superb lifestyle. It is an 
ideal place to study and develop your career.

Average temperature: 15°C – 26°C

Population: 2.58 million*

283 days of sunshine a year

One of the world’s most liveable cities

Culturally diverse population: 28% of Bris-
bane’s residents were born overseas

State capital of Queensland

*    Population data supplied by City of Brisbane  
brisbane.qld.gov.au/brisbane-community-profiles
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Find out more at:

griffith.edu.au/life-at-griffith/off-campus
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Brisbane River

South East Busw
ay

Pacific M
otorw

ay

New South Wales

Sunshine Coast

 Inter-cam
pus bus

  inter-campus bus     
      

             Free

Brisbane 
Airport

Gold Coast
Airport

Logan

Mt Gravatt
Nathan

South
Bank

BRISBANE

Gold Coast

(10km radius)

GOLD COAST

Our location

Logan campus
28.4km to Brisbane CBD

 Car = 30 minutes  
 Bus = 1 hour

Brisbane to Gold Coast  

1 hour

GOLD COAST
BRISBANE

Our campuses are located  
across the cities of Brisbane, 
Logan and Gold Coast.  
We have a growing  
digital campus for  
online study.

Digital campus  
- study online
3rd largest and fastest growing  
Griffith campus
Delivered 100% online
Study anywhere, anytime

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/life-at-griffith

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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Gold Coast campus
4.5km to Southport CBD

 Car = 10 minutes 
 Light rail = 9 minutes 
 Bicycle = 20 minutes

60.9km to Brisbane CBD

 Car = 60 minutes 
 Student Guild intercampus   

 bus = 75 minutes

Pacific Motorway

The ‘Gabba’ (sports stadium)

Garden City Shopping Centre

The Capital – innovation hub

Brisbane City Centre  
and Queen Street Mall

Gallery of Modern Art

Queensland Performing Arts Centre

Picture courtesy  
of City of Gold Coast

Griffith Health Centre  
(Ian O’Connor Building) LibraryLight rail station

Gold Coast  
University Hospital Aquatic Centre

Southport Central  
Business District Surfers Paradise

Food outlets

Gold Coast 
Private Hospital

Griffith Business SchoolLight rail station Griffith University  
Village accommodation

Griffith English Language Institute  
and Griffith College

Site of 2018 Gold Coast  
Commonwealth Games  

Athletes Village

Gold Coast Health and  
Knowledge Precinct

Griffith  
Innovation Centre

Nathan campus
12.9km to Brisbane CBD

 Car = 15 minutes  
 Bus = 20 minutes 
 Bicycle = 50 minutes

Mt Gravatt campus
11.7km to Brisbane CBD 

 Car = 15 minutes  
 Bus = 20 minutes  
 Bicycle = 50 minutes

South Bank campus
Griffith Film School 
Queensland College of Art
Queensland Conservatorium 

1.1km to Brisbane CBD 

 Car = 5 minutes 
 Bus = 10 minutes 
 Bicycle = 6 minutes 

 Walk = 13 minutes
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‘The Griffith Business School 
Student Leadership Program 
provided me the opportunity to 
travel to Borneo, mentor fellow 
students and gain transferable 
skills I now use in my profession.’

Alvin (Malaysia)
Bachelor of Commerce and Bachelor of 
International Business graduate 

Build your career 
Griffith University graduates are well equipped for the new world of work. 
We include real-life industry experiences in our degrees and have a great 
range of employability initiatives to get you job-ready.

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/employability

Work-integrated learning
Employers like to see experience from the real 
world on your resume. You can gain practical 
experience while you study, build your portfolio 
and develop networks through internships and 
industry placements. Many work-integrated 
learning opportunities will allow you to earn 
credit towards your degree. 

Mentoring
Griffith’s range of mentoring programs will 
connect you locally and globally, allowing you 
to engage with students, alumni and industry 
professionals. Through our Industry Mentoring 
Program we find you a suitable mentor to 
support and guide your career development. 

Leadership programs
Join one of our leadership programs, 
including the Griffith Business School Student 
Leadership Program, Griffith Honours College 
or Griffith Mates. You will receive formal 
recognition for participating in these programs 
and gain a range of experience and skills 
sought after by future employers.

Careers and  
Employment Service
Our Careers and Employment service supports 
you to plan your career, become job ready, and 
find work after you graduate. Get help with 
resumes, cover letters, interview preparation 
and job search techniques to improve your 
employability and increase your chances of 
finding your dream job. 

griffith.edu.au/careers

Community Internship
The Community Internship is a 10 credit 
point course, available to students in most 
degrees. Through this course you will be able 
to make a difference in a local community 
organisation while developing a range of 
professional and personal skills. You will spend 
a minimum of 50 hours in a not-for-profit 
organisation placement and combine this with 
academic learning. With hundreds of internship 
opportunities, we can tailor the internship to 
match your study area or interests.

Griffith Honours College
Griffith is the only university in Australia with 
an honours college. The Griffith Honours 
College is an extracurricular program for 
outstanding students that provides experiences 
to increase your employability and graduate 
opportunities. Many of these experiences are 
exclusive to Griffith Honours College students 
and will enable you to develop a global 
perspective while enhancing your leadership, 
communication, teamwork, research and 
industry skills. 

griffith.edu.au/griffith-honours-college

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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‘ I loved the job opportunities 
and work placements.  
Griffith facilitated my 
transition from student  
to staff of a big company.’
Mauricio (Colombia)
Master of Information Technology
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‘Griffith University 
helped me in achieving my 

dream—the scholarships 
and learning process at 

Griffith changed my life.’

Maria (Pakistan)
PhD in Marketing

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships

International scholarships and awards
We offer a range of scholarships and awards to support international 
students studying our undergraduate, postgraduate, research and  
pathway programs. 

Scholarships are awarded primarily on the basis 
of academic merit and, for coursework students, 
eligibility is assessed automatically as part of the 
admission process.

A Griffith scholarship can ease the cost of study 
significantly, helping to cover tuition fees.

0808

http://griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships


‘ What do I love most about life 
in Queensland? The sunshine, 
the beaches, the Great Barrier 
Reef, the waterfalls, the endless 
amounts of things to do, the 
ease of transport. But if I had to 
pick one thing, it would be that 
it feels a lot like home, but with 
more sunshine and more sand!’
Brittani (Canada)
Bachelor of Dental Health Science
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Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/accommodation 

Accommodation
Whether you would like to live on-campus or off-campus, there are several options 
you can explore to find housing to suit your needs. You can also choose Homestay 
and live with a local Australian family while you study.

Off-campus
In Australia, share housing—where you share a house or apartment 
with a number of other students—is the most common form of  
off-campus accommodation.

When looking for suitable off-campus accommodation you will need 
to consider:

• the cost of rent (usually advertised as a weekly amount)
• if utilities are included in your rent (electricity, water, gas)
• if internet is included in your rent
• if the accommodation is furnished
• how close the accommodation is to your campus
• access to public transport

Off-campus accommodation preferred partners
Griffith University has established preferred partnerships with a 
selection of off-campus student accommodation providers across its 
campuses between Brisbane and the Gold Coast. To be included in this 
program, providers are inspected by University staff and are required  
to meet a set of performance standards that ensures quality and safety.

Brisbane
Genesis 1; Scape; Student One; UniLodge; Uniresort; Urbanest.

Logan
UniCentral Griffith.

Gold Coast
University Village; Metro on Central; University Square.

Temporary and short stay accommodation
We recommend organising temporary accommodation for your first 
few days or weeks in Queensland, as it is important that you inspect your 
long-term off-campus accommodation before you move in. Short stay 
on-campus accommodation may be available at our Nathan campus. 

Homestay
Homestay accommodation gives you the option of living with an 
Australian family while you study. Homestay is available to students at 
all Griffith campuses. Some homestay providers offer independent living 
options such as a granny flat. Homestay is a great way to develop your 
English language skills and experience life in Australia, and offers catered 
and self-catered options. griffith.edu.au/homestay

On-campus
Griffith offers self-catered accommodation on the Nathan campus 
and partners with Campus Living Villages to provide self-catered,  
on-campus accommodation in the Griffith University Village on  
the Gold Coast campus. 

Living on campus is a fantastic way to meet new people, find 
out about new cultures, and develop independence. On-campus 
accommodation is usually fully furnished and provides access to 
cooking facilities, laundry facilities, gym equipment, common rooms 
and internet.

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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Weekly cost of living estimate

Self-catered on-campus Share house off-campus Homestay off-campus

Campus availability G, N G, N, M, S, L G, N, M, S, L

Rent $166–$394 $160–$440 $235–$325

Food $140–$280 $140–$280 Variable*

Transport to university Walking distance $30–$60 $30–$60

Electricity and gas Included $10–$20 Included†

Mobile phone and internet
$15–$30  
(Internet included at Gold Coast  
and Nathan campuses).

$15–$30 $15–$30

Entertainment $80–$150 $80–$150 $80–$150

* Fully-catered Homestay accommodation includes food. Fully-catered, semi-catered or self-catered Homestay accommodation will vary.
† Students can expect to pay an additional cost for heating and air conditioning.

The information above is based on 2022 costs according to Study Australia studyaustralia.gov.au/english/live/living-costs. Please be advised it is an estimate only and individual 
differences mean prices will vary. The above costs do not include: arrival costs,  
security deposit, textbooks, clothing and medical expenses.

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/international-costs

Cost of living
South East Queensland is an affordable and friendly place to study and offers 
a combination of quality education and high living standards.

The cost of living in South East Queensland is considered more 
affordable than other major Australian cities such as Sydney  
and Melbourne*. 

The Australian Government requires students to have access to  
a minimum of AUD $21,041 (Australian dollars) per year to meet  
their living costs, and more if they will have family members 
accompanying them.

*  In the QS Best Student Cities 2022 rankings, Brisbane and the Gold Coast are ahead  
of Sydney and Melbourne in the Affordability Rank.

Calculating your total cost of study
Your total cost of studying in Australia will include:

• tuition fees
• visa application fees
• Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC)
• flights
• cost of living
• other personal and study-related expenses.

Tuition fees
Tuition fees are reviewed annually, and international students should 
expect a small increase in fees each year. Detailed information on the 
fees relevant for your degree, including the fees applicable in your 
commencing trimester, is available at degrees.griffith.edu.au
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Sport and fitness
Griffith offers a variety of sporting facilities and competitions.

• Join Griffith Sport for social sport competitions.
• Enjoy discount student memberships for facilities including:

 - on-campus gyms

 - athletics track—Gold Coast

 - Mt Gravatt Tennis Centre

 - swimming pools at Mt Gravatt and Gold Coast campuses.

griffith.edu.au/sport

Orientation 
Once you are ready to enrol in your first trimester you will be sent a 
link to myOrientation, a compulsory online orientation that will provide 
you with key information to prepare you for study and life at Griffith. 
Orientation Week is when you get to know Griffith, connect with your 
key support network online or on campus, and have fun meeting people 
before you start classes.

• Find out about studying and living in Australia at an International 
Student Welcome session during Orientation Week.

• Discover Brisbane or Gold Coast highlights on a free Twilight City 
Walking Tour with the Griffith Mates.

• Enjoy free activities online or on campus.

griffith.edu.au/orientation

Clubs and societies
Griffith has over 120 clubs in cultural, religious, political, educational, 
sporting, professional and special interest areas. There are also 
international student clubs, societies and associations, including: Africa, 
Bangladesh, China, Philippines, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Japan, Korea, Latin 
America, Malaysia, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Singapore, Sri Lanka, 
Thailand, and Vietnam.

griffith.edu.au/clubs

Your student experience
Meet new people, make friends, enjoy the Australian lifestyle and, most 
importantly, have fun! We want you to have the best possible experience 
with your studies and enjoy your time at Griffith.

Griffith volunteer community

Griffith Bush Care group
(Brisbane campuses)

Help restore the Australian bush environment and, if you are lucky, see 
koalas, possums, and sugar gliders. Join us to develop your teamwork skills, 
learn more about the environment and meet new people.

Griffith Beach Care group
(Gold Coast campus)

Help restore and care for our beautiful coastal environments with 
the Griffith Beach Care group. This is a great way to give back to the 
environment, meet new people and enjoy the beaches of the Gold Coast. 

griffith.edu.au/mates

Religion
Each Griffith campus provides access to prayer facilities as well as 
multi-faith chaplains.

griffith.edu.au/chaplaincy

International Student Buddy Program
The International Student Buddy Program runs from Week 1 to Week 4 
of each trimester with two drop-in style ‘Mates Meetups’ each week 
at the Gold Coast and Nathan campuses and online to meet student 
needs. Current students (Senior Buddies) provide peer support to 
commencing international students (Junior Buddies) with each weekly 
session covering topics to help ease your transition to university 
life. This is a safe and comfortable environment where you can ask 
questions about Griffith and life in Australia, as well as practise your 
English. It’s also a great way to make friends! 

griffith.edu.au/international-buddy

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/life-at-griffith

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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Griffith Mates
Enjoy the most memorable years of your life with the Griffith Mates.

The Griffith Mates are a diverse peer support network for 
international students, with members who speak over 46 
languages. Look out for the Griffith Mates at Orientation 
—they may even be waiting to welcome you at the airport  
arrivals hall once you arrive in Australia!

Griffith Mates will help you make the most of university, develop 
friendships, practise your English, and:

• meet other international and Australian students
• join in volunteering opportunities, e.g. learn about the 

Australian environment
• visit amazing locations with the Griffith Mates on day trips 

around South East Queensland
• attend free on-campus events and activities from games and 

sports to networking events
• expand your worldview with cross-cultural leadership 

opportunities by becoming a Griffith Mate.
Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/mates
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Student support 
You will have access to Griffith University’s comprehensive range of student support services, 
including programs and staff dedicated specifically to helping international students.

Orientation and arrival
Attend a compulsory International Student Welcome session during 
Orientation Week to supplement the information provided online through 
myOrientation. Meet your International Student Advisors, connect with 
Griffith Mates and other commencing students, then join us at our  
on-campus international events. The Griffith Mates will help you get  
to know your campus with campus tours during Orientation.  
Discover the beauty of Brisbane or the Gold Coast through free  
Twilight Walking Tours hosted by the Mates. 

griffith.edu.au/orientation

Financial assistance
If you are having trouble with budgeting or money, there are services 
available to offer budgeting advice, a textbook exchange service and 
other support services. 

griffith.edu.au/student-support

Career support
Our Careers and Employment service assists with career planning 
and mentoring. Our successful Industry Mentoring Program matches 
Griffith students with industry professionals for career development 
learning and industry exposure.

griffith.edu.au/careers-employment

Library
Become acquainted with the library—we have six libraries with a range 
of resources for study, including computers, quiet study areas and 
group work spaces. The library has helpful staff as well as a range of 
online resources to help you with different aspects of your academic 
life, including assignments, referencing, exam prep, and more! 

griffith.edu.au/library

International Student Advisory
If you need extra information or support, make an in-person or online 
appointment with an International Student Advisor. International 
Student Advisors provide information to support you to manage  
your life and your studies within the conditions of your student visa. 
Our team of dedicated and highly experienced staff can answer  
any questions throughout your time on campus and help guide  
you towards academic success. 

griffith.edu.au/international-student-advisors

Accommodation
See page 10 for information regarding accommodation options  
at Griffith. 

griffith.edu.au/accommodation

Academic enrichment and  
learning support
EnglishHELP: If English is your second language, we provide a 
free English language learning service to continue developing your 
academic English and improve your overall academic performance. 
From dedicated courses to free one-to-one tutoring sessions,  
we offer a range of solutions that can help you achieve your goals.

griffith.edu.au/englishhelp

PASS: Peer Assisted Study Sessions (PASS) are study groups for 
specific courses that students often find difficult or demanding. 
The sessions are facilitated by student leaders who have previously 
completed the course and achieved excellent results. 

griffith.edu.au/students/peer-assisted-study-sessions

Free airport pickup service
Have a friendly face meet you at the airport when you arrive in Australia! 
International students commencing at Griffith University can apply 
for a free airport pickup, which takes you from the airport directly to 
your pre-arranged accommodation. The service is free for eligible new 
international students arriving into the Brisbane or Gold Coast airports. 

griffith.edu.au/airport-reception

Health and wellbeing
If you need a doctor there are health and medical services located on 
the Gold Coast and Nathan campuses, as well as medical centres and 
hospitals near every campus. If you need someone to talk to about 
personal issues, we offer free, confidential counselling sessions on  
our campuses and a range of online counselling options. 

griffith.edu.au/student-support

Disability services
At Griffith, we seek to remove barriers that students with disabilities face 
in higher education. Through our Disability and Accessibility Service, we 
aim to improve the participation, retention and success of students with 
disabilities, while ensuring easy access to learning environments. If you 
would benefit from the support offered by our Disability and Accessibility 
Service, we encourage you to make contact with our friendly staff 
before you start, or at any time during your degree. Prospective students 
requiring disability support should make contact early so we can provide 
advice and information about the support available.

griffith.edu.au/disability

Safe campuses
All members of the Griffith University community have a right to feel 
welcome, safe and supported. We are committed to providing safe 
and inclusive campus communities, free from harassment, bullying, 
discrimination and sexual assault and encourage members of the 
Griffith community to call out, report and seek support when these 
behaviours occur.

griffith.edu.au/safe-campuses

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/student-support

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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‘ As an international student, 
I love the wide variety of 
cultures, languages and ethnic 
backgrounds present across 
the campus. The University 
supports international  
students through dedicated 
advisors, events and activities.  
I love studying at Griffith.’
Aya (Japan)
Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science
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Know your options 
No matter what level of study you have completed, or what English level you have,  
we have a range of study options and pathways to help you achieve your study goals.

Study options and pathways at Griffith

Trimester teaching
At Griffith we teach across three trimesters, rather than two semesters. 
Trimesters 1 and 2 are compulsory, so if you begin your degree in Trimester 3, 
you must complete Trimesters 1 and 2 in the following year; however, if you 
begin in Trimester 1 or 2, it is not compulsory to enrol in Trimester 3.

Please note: A small number of Griffith degrees require students to enrol in Trimester 3.

Online study 
Our online degrees are delivered 100% online, giving you flexibility over where 
and when you study. Choose between full-time and part-time study options.

Please note: If you enrol in an online or external degree you are not eligible for an  
Australian student visa.

T1

T2

T3

Undergraduate degree
(3–4 years)

• Bachelor 
• Bachelor with Honours

Postgraduate degree
(1–2.5 years)

• Master (coursework) 

Graduate research degree
(2–4 years)

• PhD and Master (research)

Completion of secondary  
(high) school, comparable  

to Australian Year 12
(or equivalent academic achievement)

Completion of secondary  
(high) school, comparable  

to Australian Year 11
(or equivalent academic achievement)

Diploma or Foundation program 
(1 year)

Griffith College (see pages 22–23) English language course
(10–50 weeks)

Griffith English Language Institute  
(see pages 18–19)Masters Qualifying Program 

(4 months)

Griffith College (see pages 22–23)

Graduate Diploma
Graduate Certificate

(1–1.5 years)

Explore study options at: 

griffith.edu.au/degrees

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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* Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au to view the academic and English language entry requirements for your degree.

What am I eligible to study?
Read below for an overview of entry requirements for Griffith University degrees.

Postgraduate (master)

Standard entry*
A bachelor degree or higher (or equivalent) 
from a recognised university.

• Master (coursework) 
• Graduate Diploma
• Graduate Certificate

You must meet minimum Grade Point Average 
(GPA) entry requirements. Griffith also 
recognises the knowledge gained through 
work experience, as well as prior study,  
for some degrees.

Academic entry requirements
Undergraduate (bachelor)

Standard entry*
Completion of secondary school 
comparable to Australian Year 12 or 
equivalent academic achievement.

Some programs have higher entry 
requirements, specific prerequisites or require 
the submission of portfolios, medical checks  
or professional work experience.

Pathway option(s)
Study a foundation or diploma 
program through Griffith College.  
See pages 22–23.

Gain direct entry into the relevant  
Griffith University bachelor degree  
upon completion. 

Research

Standard entry*
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)

• A bachelor degree (or equivalent) with 
class I honours or class IIA honours; or

• a master degree (or equivalent) 
incorporating a significant research 
component; or 

• a record of research, or a qualification 
granted by a professional or other body, 
which is deemed to be of a standard 
comparable to a bachelor degree with  
class IIA honours.

Master of Philosophy (MPhil)

• a bachelor degree (or equivalent) with  
at least class IIB honours incorporating  
a significant research component; or 

• a record of research, or a qualification 
granted by a professional or other body, 
which is deemed to be of a standard 
comparable to a bachelor degree with  
class IIB honours.

Pathway option(s)
Graduate Diploma of Research Studies 

Griffith offers graduate diplomas in  
specific disciplines. 

English language entry requirements
Undergraduate (bachelor), postgraduate (master) and research

Standard entry*
 · IELTS: minimum score of 6.5, with no 

subscore less than 6.0; or
 · Internet-based (iBT) TOEFL: score of 79 

(no subscore less than 19); or

 · Pearson Test of English (Academic): overall 
score of 58 with no score less than 50; or

 · ISLPR: no score less than 3+ in each skill of 
the ISLPR (conducted by ISLPR Language 
Services only).

Pathway option(s)
Complete the Direct Entry Program  
at Griffith English Language Institute.  
See pages 18–19.

The duration of English study required  
will vary depending on your current level  
of English.

Pathway option
Study the Masters Qualifying Program 
(MQP), delivered by Griffith College, 
for entry into Griffith University 
Masters programs. See pages 22–23.

The MQP provides you with an 
opportunity to upgrade your prior study 
to meet direct entry requirements for a 
selection of Griffith masters programs.
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Direct Entry Program 
Join our highly popular Direct Entry Program to 
gain the English skills necessary to enter a Griffith 
University degree or Griffith College program. 

There are seven levels in the Direct Entry 
Program, and you will be placed in the 
appropriate class based on the results from your 
proficiency test or the Griffith English Test. You 
will build your English language skills in reading, 
writing, listening and speaking, and at the higher 
levels you will practise academic skills that will 
help you to be successful in your studies at 
diploma, bachelor, master or PhD level.  

When you successfully complete the Direct 
Entry Program at the equivalent of the IELTS 
level needed for your degree or diploma, you can 
enter your program directly without needing to 
submit a proficiency test result.* 

*  A small number of degrees require a formal  
proficiency test for entry. Check the English  
language entry requirements for your degree  
at griffith.edu.au/international-study 

Direct Entry Program CRICOS 013051D

Fees
Your tuition fees for the Direct Entry Program  
will vary depending on the number of weeks in 
which you are enrolled. 

2023 fees

Up to 25 weeks: $455 per week

26+ weeks: $425 per week

Enrolment fee: $225

GELI classes
Class sizes at GELI are small so you will receive 
personal attention from your teachers and 
progress quickly through your studies. 

There are 20 hours of classes per week, 
two x 2-hour sessions each day, Monday to 
Friday. There are an additional five hours of 
independent learning each week, using GELI’s 
independent learning plans. 

Activities program
Participate in free and low-cost activities  
to practise English, make friends and engage 
with the local community. 

2023 key dates

Orientation Classes Start

15 December 2022 3 January

2 February 6 February

9 March 13 March

13 April 17 April 

18 May 22 May

22 June 26 June

27 July 31 July

31 August 4 September

5 October 9 October

9 November 13 November

Griffith English Language Institute (GELI) 
For more than 30 years, Griffith English Language Institute (GELI) has been delivering  
English language programs to international students.

Sample timetable, DEP level 5

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 hour Grammar & Vocabulary
Reading &  
Critical Thinking

Grammar & Vocabulary Listening & Speaking
Grammar &  
Vocabulary Review

1 hour Reading &  
Critical Thinking

Reading &  
Critical Thinking

Reading &  
Critical Thinking

Listening & Speaking Writing

Varies according to 
actual class time BREAK

1 hour Writing Listening & Speaking Writing Writing Project

1 hour Writing Listening & Speaking Writing Writing Project

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/geli 

Griffith English Test
Take our free online English test to find  
your English class placement level for 
Griffith English Language Institute.†

griffith.edu.au/english-test

†  If you already have an English proficiency test 
result (e.g. IELTS), you do not need to take 
the Griffith English Test.

Academic workshops
Join our free after-class workshops to  
improve in specific skill areas such as  
grammar and vocabulary. 

Independent Learning 
Use our dedicated resources to undertake 
additional English study.

Study on Griffith 
University’s campuses 
Take advantage of facilities and services that 
will help you study, meet people, pursue your 
interests, and practise English.  

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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How long will I study at GELI?

2 (all sub-scores)40 (W 15, S 13, L,R 6)36 (no Comm Skill <30, W 36)

W2+ (2 scores 2+, 1 score 2)52 (W,S 15, L,R 10)42 (no Comm Skill <36)

1+ (all sub-scores)33 (W 13, S 12, L,R 4)30 (no Comm Skill <29, W 30)

W2 (2 scores 2, 1 score 1+)40 (W,S 13, L,R 6)36 (no Comm Skill <30)

W1+ (2 scores 1+,1 score 1)33 (W,S 12, L,R 4)30 (no Comm Skill <29)

3+ (all sub-scores)79 (no sub-score <19)58 (no Comm Skill <50)

2+ (all sub-scores)52 (W 17, S 15, L,R 10)42 (no Comm Skill <36, W 42)

W3 (2 scores 3, 1 score 2+)71 (W 19, L,R,S 17)50 (no Comm Skill <42)

PTE Academic TOEFL iBT ISLPR

Direct Entry  
Program

Griffith  
University degree
(requiring IELTS 6.5*) IELTS Academic

6.5 (no sub-score <6.0)

5.0 (no sub-score <4.5)

5.0 (no sub-score <4.5, W 5.0)

5.5 (no sub-score <5.0)

5.5 (no sub-score <5.0, W 5.5)

6.0 (no sub-score <5.5)

10 - 50 weeks

4.5 (no sub-score <4.0)

4.5 (no sub-score <4.0, W 4.5)

1 or lower32 or lower29 or lower4.0 or lower

Key: W = Writing, L = Listening, R = Reading, S = Speaking, < = less than, Comm Skill = Communicative Skill.
* Check the English language entry requirements for your degree at griffith.edu.au/international-study
Please note: it normally takes 10–15 weeks to progress from one level to the next. This table indicates expected course length for students requiring IELTS 6.5.

ENTRY SCORES

25

35

30

45

40

20

10

WEEKS

over 45

View our digital GELI guide at: 

griffith.therack.live/geli 
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Study Abroad and Exchange programs 
Our Study Abroad and Exchange programs allow you to complete one or two trimesters  
of study in Australia and earn credit towards your home degree.

Wide range of courses
Griffith has 10 study areas and hundreds of courses for you to choose 
from. Our study areas include; business and government; criminology 
and law; education; engineering, IT and aviation; humanities, languages 
and social sciences; health; music and performing arts; science and 
environment; visual and creative arts. To find a course visit our degree 
finder on our website and search by ‘courses’.

griffith.edu.au/study/courses

English + University 
Our English + University program is the best way to meet Griffith’s 
English language entry requirements before you begin your Study 
Abroad trimester (or year). English + University students complete 
Griffith English Language Institute’s award-winning Direct Entry 
Program then begin their Griffith University Study Abroad program  
as a confident English speaker, listener, reader and writer.  
Additional fees apply.    

griffith.edu.au/geli 

Community Internship 
The Community Internship is a 10-credit point course, available to 
students from all degrees. Through this course you will be able to 
make a difference in a local community organisation while developing 
a range of professional and personal skills. You will spend a minimum of 
50 hours in a in a not-for-profit organisation placement and combine 
this with academic learning. With hundreds of internship opportunities, 
we can tailor the internship to match your study area or interests.  

griffith.edu.au/learning-futures/service-learning 

How many courses can I study? 
At Griffith, a typical full-time study load is 30 to 40 credit points (CP). 
One course (subject) is usually worth 10CP. You can choose from the 
following options per trimester: 

• 30CP – 3 courses 
• 40CP – 4 courses 
• 50CP – 5 courses  

10CP = 3 to 4 credits in the US system 
10CP = 7.5 ECTS in the European system 

Note: the above information should be used as a guide only.

‘ Studying abroad in Australia was one of the 
best decisions I have made. Griffith is a very 
welcoming community and creates many 
opportunities for students to do a wide array  
of activities from ice-skating to surfing on  
the beautiful Gold Coast with very low costs.  
There are always new events happening  
on and off campus that I look forward to  
trying out.’ 

Riley (Canada)
Business student

View our digital Study Abroad and Exchange guide at: 

griffith.therack.live/study-abroad 

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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How to apply

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/global-
mobility-inbound-apply

You can complete your Study  
Abroad or Exchange program  
application in four simple steps.

Study Abroad applicants
Check you meet academic  
entry requirements.
You must have an above average overall Grade Point 
Average (equivalent to 4.5 on Griffith’s 7.0 scale).

Students straight from high school may be eligible 
for this program.

Exchange applicants
Request nomination from  
your home university.
If you are from an exchange partner university, 
you must be nominated by your home university 
and meet their exchange program requirements 
to be eligible for the program.

Apply online.
Apply online or via a registered recruitment 
representative.

Check you meet English  
language entry requirements.
If you are from a non-English speaking background, 
you must provide proof of English language 
proficiency, equivalent to IELTS overall 6.0  
(6.5 for postgraduate students).

Prepare supporting 
documentation.
Including certified copies of your most recent 
official academic transcript, proof of English 
language proficiency and a copy of your passport.

01

02

03

04
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Your College pathway to Griffith University

Year 12 or equivalent

Year 11 or equivalent

Year 1^

Foundation Program

Year 3†

Year 2

On successful completion of a Griffith College diploma, you will gain 
entry to the second year of the equivalent degree program at Griffith 
University**. Select which diploma and bachelor program you wish to 
study and receive one packaged offer for both programs.  

We understand that the transition to university studies can be 
difficult, so we have a range of mentoring, learning and support 
services available to assist you to develop the skills necessary to 
successfully complete your program of study and thrive at university. 

Griffith College has been the number one choice for more than 
20,000 graduates. With lower entry requirements and a supportive 
learning environment, Griffith College is your pathway to successful 
further study.

Study areas 
We offer 11 diploma programs that provide direct entry into over 50 
different bachelor and double bachelor degrees at Griffith University.

• Business/Commerce
• Criminology and Criminal Justice
• Design
• Educational Studies

• Engineering
• Health Care/Nursing
• Health Sciences
• International Tourism & Hotel Management
• Information Technology
• Science
• Social and Psychological Science

Other pathways to Griffith University 

Foundation Program 
Griffith College also offers a foundation program which is a bridging 
course for students who need to study the equivalent of Australian 
Year 12. You’ll be trained in the knowledge and skills needed for 
successful university study and be able to acquire prerequisites for 
specific Griffith University degrees. 

Masters Qualifying Program 
The Griffith University Masters Qualifying Program (MQP) provides 
you with an opportunity to upgrade your prior study to meet the 
academic requirements for direct admission to a Griffith University 
masters program.

Find out more at: 

griffithcollege.edu.au 

* On successful completion of a Griffith College diploma program and meeting Griffith GPA (grade-point average) entry requirements.
** Credit into Griffith University will depend on the degree and major chosen. Please see griffithcollege.edu.au for full progression outlines.

Griffith College
Get uni-ready with Griffith College 
Griffith College offers an alternative to studying your first year at Griffith University. Complete a  
two or three-trimester diploma, and then jump with confidence into the second year of a selection  
of bachelor degrees at Griffith University*. Griffith College is right on campus at Griffith University’s  
Mt Gravatt and Gold Coast campuses, so you are a part of the action of the University from day one.

Secondary School Griffith College Griffith University
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Bachelor degree

† Some bachelor degree programs are more than three years duration.
^ One year of credit may not be wholly applicable to the first year of the relevant bachelor degree. Refer to program specific information pages online.
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Griffith College program Trimesters Months Start Campus IELTS Credit Pts. CRICOS

Associate Degree in Commerce and Business 4-6 16-24 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 5.5 up to 160 070425F

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Business, International Tourism and Hotel Management. 

Diploma of Business 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 5.5 up to 80 109014M

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Business, Government and International Relations, International Tourism and Hotel Management, Communication and Journalism/Business, 
Design/Business, Aviation Management, Laws. 

Diploma of Criminology and Criminal Justice 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct M variable up to 80 082070G

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Criminology and Criminal Justice, Law/Criminology and Criminal Justice, Law, Government and International Relations/Criminology and  
Criminal Justice. 

Diploma of Design 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 5.5 up to 80 056514M

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Design, Design/Business, Architectural Design, Visual Arts, Laws. 

Diploma of Educational Studies 3 12 Feb G, M 7.5 up to 70 103070G

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Education (Primary), Education (Secondary). 

Diploma of Engineering 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M variable up to 80 070423G

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Engineering (Honours), Engineering (Honours)/Aviation, Software Engineering, Industrial Design, Laws. 

Diploma of Health Care 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun G 6.5 80 075186J

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Nursing. 

Diploma of Health Sciences 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct G variable up to 80 075188G

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Biomedical Science, Exercise Science, Health Science, Medical Laboratory Science, Nutrition and Dietetics, Occupational Therapy, Pharmacology 
and Toxicology, Pharmacy, Physiotherapy, Science, Sport Development, Paramedicine. 

Diploma of International Tourism & Hotel Management 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 5.5 up to 80 109015K

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Business, Government and International Relations, International Tourism and Hotel Management, Laws (Honours). 

Diploma of Information Technology 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct M 5.5 up to 80 026675J

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Information Technology, Intelligent Digital Technologies, Computer Science, Laws. 

Diploma of Science 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun M 5.5 up to 80 092487K

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Biomedical Science, Environmental Science, Forensic Science, Marine Science, Science, Laws, Science/Arts, Science/Data Science. 

Diploma of Social and Psychological Science 2-3 8-12 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 5.5 up to 80 092486M

Griffith bachelor degree(s): Child, Youth and Family Practice, Counselling, Human Services, Psychological Science, Social Work, Psychology (Honours), Laws (Honours).

Other pathways to Griffith University
Foundation Program 2 8 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 5.5 N/A 091322F

Visit: griffithcollege.edu.au/study-options/foundation 

Masters Qualifying Program 1 4 Feb, Jun, Oct G, M 6.0 up to 10 095623E

What you will study
The Masters Qualifying Program comprises one 
trimester of full-time study. The program aims 
to provide you with the knowledge, values and 
competencies required for successful completion of 
studies at postgraduate level in Australia.

Once you successfully complete the Masters 
Qualifying Program and meet other relevant entry 
criteria, you can progress to one of the following 
Griffith University Masters degrees.

griffithcollege.edu.au/study-options/ 
masters-qualifying

Griffith Masters degrees(s) 
Arts in Visual Arts, Design, Business, Finance, Global 
Development, Human Resource Management and 
Employment Relations, Human Resource Management 
and Employment Relations/International Business, 
International Business, International Business/
International Relations, International Relations, 
International Tourism and Hospitality Management, 
Marketing, Marketing/International Business, 
Marketing/International Tourism and Hospitality 
Management, Professional Accounting, Civil 
Engineering, Civil Engineering/Project Management, 

Electronic and Computer Engineering, Electronic 
and Computer Engineering/Electronic and Sport 
Engineering, Electronic and Energy Engineering, 
Electronic and Sport Engineering, Engineering 
Project Management, Environment, Environmental 
Engineering, Environmental Engineering and Pollution 
Control, Information Systems and Information 
Technology Management, Information Technology, 
Professional Engineering, Public Health, Global Public 
Health, Health Services Management, Advanced 
Health Services Management. 

Griffith College, QIBT CRICOS Provider 01737F

For entry requirements, program outlines, fees, progression requirements and other details, visit griffithcollege.edu.au
For more detailed information about credit, please refer to griffithcollege.edu.au/how-to-apply
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Research at Griffith

Research with impact
At Griffith University, we’re driven by the pursuit of a brighter future. 

Malaria vaccine
The Institute for Glycomics is developing and manufacturing a 
world-leading malaria vaccine—PlasProtecTTM— which is now  
at human-trial stage.

Discovering the world’s oldest rock art 
Our researchers have discovered what may be the world’s oldest 
known cave painting—earning the team a place in Science 
magazine’s top-10 scientific breakthroughs of 2020. 

Leading aerospace innovation and discovery 
Using our unique manufacturing and 3D printing capabilities, 
our experts are working with key industry partners to research, 
design and prototype a new class of low Earth orbit satellite due 
to launch from Queensland, Australia in 2023. 

Tackling water quality threats to the Great Barrier Reef 
Our researchers are testing the role wetlands play in improving 
the water quality of the Great Barrier Reef, to directly influence 
Australian Government policy.

Advanced Design and Protoyping Technology Institute 
(ADaPT) 
In collaboration with industry, Griffith researchers are pushing the 
boundaries in advanced design, prototyping and new materials to 
engineer next-generation biomedical and industrial applications. 

Climate action 
Griffith is taking a step beyond research into practice, to work 
with communities on addressing the motivations of climate 
action, how to transition to a zero-carbon resilience future,  
and how to ensure climate justice. 

Reimagining disability 
Through a university-led alliance, Griffith is collaborating with 
key industry and healthcare organisations that will look to solve 
the most pressing real-world challenges for people living with 
disabling neurological conditions. 

Research study options 
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 
The PhD is Griffith’s premier research training degree. It is 
awarded for a thesis, drafted under supervision, which makes an 
original, significant, and extensive contribution to knowledge and 
understanding in your field of study. A PhD is available across all 
schools and disciplines. 

Griffith also offers:
• Doctor of Philosophy (by prior publication)
• professional Doctorates (psychology, education, musical arts  

and visual arts).

Master of Philosophy
The Master of Philosophy (MPhil) is awarded for a thesis, drafted 
under supervision, which presents original research and demonstrates 
both knowledge of a research topic and discipline. It is shorter than a 
PhD and is available across all schools and disciplines.

Griffith also offers specialist Masters by Research (combine 
coursework with professional and/or artistic practice).

Find a supervisor
Griffith researchers provide multidisciplinary and practical solutions 
for industry, government and community. With them, you can explore 
research answering the critical questions of the future and translating 
research outcomes into real-world solutions. 

 Once you have determined your research area, you need to find and 
connect with a supervisor to discuss your research proposal. 

Griffith’s academic groups also have higher degree research 
convenors, who will be able to help connect you with an academic 
staff member in your area of interest. 

Visit griffith.edu.au/research-study/find-a-supervisor 

Support to succeed
We’ll support you through your entire research 
journey—from orientation to planning your research 
degree, research methodology, training workshops, 
writing and publishing, and presenting your research. 

Above world standard
Latest analysis of Excellence in Research for Australia 
found 99% of our research outputs were in disciplines 
rated at world standard or above.

Collaboration and connection
We host more than 30 research centres and 
institutes across our campuses, and—with more than 
1,700 experts conducting research—we provide 
multidisciplinary and practical research supervision. 

Research infrastructure
Griffith offers world-class facilities and resources for 
research candidates, and we continue to invest in campus 
developments to create the best possible environment 
and experience for our research community. 

As one of Australia’s leading research universities, we’re inspired and motivated by the 
pursuit of a better world in everything we do. When you choose Griffith, you’re choosing 
a university working to answer society’s greatest questions through pioneering research 
that makes a real difference. 

Griffith University  2023 International student guide
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Choose your preferred research degree  
and check entry requirements.
If you don’t meet the direct entry requirements for a research 
degree, you may consider a Graduate Diploma of Research Studies, 
which provides an alternative pathway into such programs. 

Consider the cost of study and search  
for funding options.  
This could include scholarships or sponsorships.  

Find a supervisor.
You must have identified a suitable supervisor before you 
can apply. Once you have connected with your prospective 
supervisor, it is important that you seek their input and advice 
on your research proposal. 

Choose a research topic and develop  
a research proposal.  
Narrow your focus to a single research topic. Depending on 
your area of study and research, you may identify a research 
topic or project from within an established research team.

How to apply
At Griffith University, we understand that everyone’s experience is different. If you are  
ready to take your research studies or career to the next level, whatever your circumstances, 
we can help you achieve your goals.

01 02

03 04

05

Intake dates
Griffith offers you multiple intake  
dates to commence your PhD or  
Master of Philosophy. 

2022 
Intake 3: 11 July 2022 
Intake 4: 10 October 2022 

2023 
Intake 1: 27 February 2023 
Intake 2: 17 April 2023 
Intake 3: 10 July 2023 
Intake 4: 9 October 2023 

Apply.  
When you’re ready, apply online or via a registered  
recruitment representative. 

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/research-study 
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Index
Below is a comprehensive list of all degrees offered at Griffith University in 2023.

Degree name Page
Associate Degree in Commerce and Business  23

Bachelor of Acting  59

Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours)  31

Bachelor of Advanced Computer Science  
(Honours)  43

Bachelor of Advanced Government and  
International Relations (Honours)  32

Bachelor of Advanced International Tourism  
and Hotel Management (Honours)  32

Bachelor of Animation  64

Bachelor of Architectural Design  29

Bachelor of Arts  48

Bachelor of Aviation  43

Bachelor of Aviation Management  43

Bachelor of Biomedical Science  51, 61

Bachelor of Business  31

Bachelor of Child, Youth and Family Practice  52

Bachelor of Clinical Exercise Physiology  51

Bachelor of Communication and Journalism  48

Bachelor of Computer Science  43

Bachelor of Construction Management  
(Honours) 29

Bachelor of Counselling  53

Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice  37

Bachelor of Dental Health Science  51

Bachelor of Dental Hygiene  51

Bachelor of Dental Prosthetics  51

Bachelor of Dental Technology  51

Bachelor of Dental Technology/ 
Dental Prosthetics  51

Bachelor of Design  64

Bachelor of Education  40

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)  43

Bachelor of Environmental Science  61

Bachelor of Exercise Science  51

Bachelor of Film and Screen Media Production  64

Bachelor of Forensic Science  61

Bachelor of Games Design  64

Bachelor of Government and  
International Relations  32

Bachelor of Health Science (Honours)  52

Bachelor of Health Science  52

Bachelor of Human Services  52

Bachelor of Industrial Design  43

Bachelor of Information Technology  44

Bachelor of Intelligent Digital Technologies  44

Bachelor of International Tourism and  
Hotel Management  32

Bachelor of Languages and Linguistics  48

Bachelor of Laws (Honours) (Graduate Entry)  37

Bachelor of Laws (Honours)  37

Bachelor of Marine Science  61

Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science  
(Honours)  52

Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science  52

Bachelor of Medical Science  52, 61

Bachelor of Midwifery  52

Bachelor of Music  59

Bachelor of Musical Theatre  59

Bachelor of Nursing  52

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics (Honours)  53

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics  53

Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (Honours)  53

Bachelor of Paramedicine  53

Bachelor of Pharmacology and Toxicology  53

Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours)  53

Bachelor of Pharmacy  53

Bachelor of Physiotherapy (Honours)  53

Bachelor of Physiotherapy 53

Bachelor of Psychological Science  53

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)  54

Bachelor of Public Health  54

Bachelor of Science  61

Bachelor of Science Advanced (Honours)  61

Bachelor of Social Science  48

Bachelor of Social Work (Honours)  54

Bachelor of Social Work  54

Bachelor of Software Engineering (Honours)  43

Bachelor of Sport Development  52

Bachelor of Urban Planning (Honours)  29

Bachelor of Visual Arts  64

Diploma of Business  23

Diploma of Criminology and Criminal Justice  23

Diploma of Design  23

Diploma of Educational Studies  23

Diploma of Engineering  23

Diploma of Health Care  23

Diploma of Health Sciences  23

Diploma of Information Technology  23

Diploma of International Tourism &  
Hotel Management  23

Diploma of Languages  48

Diploma of Science  23

Diploma of Social and Psychological Science  23

Doctor of Clinical Dentistry  54

Doctor of Education  41

Doctor of Medicine  55

Doctor of Musical Arts  59

Doctor of Philosophy  29, 35, 38, 41, 46, 49, 
 57, 59, 62, 65

Doctor of Visual Arts  65

Foundation Program  23

Graduate Certificate in Acute Care Nursing  55

Graduate Certificate in Applied  
Behaviour Analysis 57

Graduate Certificate in Autism Studies  40

Graduate Certificate in Aviation Management  44

Graduate Certificate in Business  33

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration  33

Graduate Certificate in Business Cyber Security  46

Graduate Certificate in Case Management  54

Graduate Certificate in Climate Change  
Adaptation  62

Graduate Certificate in Clinical Leadership  54

Graduate Certificate in Creative and  
Professional Writing  49

Graduate Certificate in Criminology and  
Criminal Justice  37

Graduate Certificate in Critical Care Nursing  56

Graduate Certificate in Cyber Crime  46

Graduate Certificate in Cyber Security  46

Graduate Certificate in Data Science  46

Graduate Certificate in Design  65

Graduate Certificate in Digital Health  54

Graduate Certificate in Disability Studies  55

Graduate Certificate in Emergency Nursing  56

Graduate Certificate in Financial Planning  34

Graduate Certificate in Forensic Mental Health  38

Graduate Certificate in Health Services  
Management  54

Graduate Certificate in Human Resource 
Management  35

Graduate Certificate in Human Services  55

Graduate Certificate in Infection Prevention 
and Control  55

Graduate Certificate in Integrated Water 
Management  62

Graduate Certificate in International Relations  35

Graduate Certificate in International Tourism  
and Hospitality Management  34

Graduate Certificate in Marketing  35

Graduate Certificate in Music Studies  59

Graduate Certificate in Paediatric Nursing  56

Graduate Certificate in Policy Analysis  33

Graduate Certificate in Primary Maternity Care  55

Graduate Certificate in Professional Accounting  33

Graduate Certificate in Professional Learning  40

Graduate Certificate in Professional Nursing  56

Graduate Certificate in Public Health  56

Graduate Certificate in Renewable Energy 
Engineering  45

Graduate Certificate in Research Studies  
in Business  35

Graduate Certificate in Safety Leadership  49

Graduate Certificate in Special Needs Education  40

Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication  
and Media  49

Graduate Certificate in Suicidology 55

Graduate Certificate in Teaching of English  
to Speakers of Other Languages  41, 49

Graduate Certificate in Urban and  
Environmental Planning  29

Graduate Certificate in Visual Arts  65

Graduate Diploma in Australian Migration Law  
and Practice  37

Graduate Diploma of Clinical Physiology  56

Graduate Diploma of Criminological  
Research Studies  38

Graduate Diploma of Finance  34

Graduate Diploma of Financial Planning  34

Graduate Diploma of Flight Management  44

Graduate Diploma of Health Research  57

Graduate Diploma of Integrated  
Water Management  62

Graduate Diploma of Law Research Studies  38

Graduate Diploma of Research Studies  
in Business  35

Graduate Diploma of Research Studies  
in Engineering  46

Graduate Diploma of Research Studies  
in Information Technology  46

Graduate Diploma of Research Studies  
in Science  62

Juris Doctor 37, 38

Master of Advanced Health Services  
Management 55
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Griffith is a leader in 
online education
Griffith University understands that 
everyone has different learning styles 
and life commitments. Our online 
degrees are delivered 100% online, 
giving you control over where and when 
you study. Our academic and student 
support team is committed to helping 
you succeed and reach your goals.

Griffith has been delivering online 
programs for nearly 20 years. 

griffith.edu.au/online

Explore study options at: 

griffith.edu.au/degrees

Master of Advanced Nursing Practice  56

Master of Applied Behaviour Analysis  57

Master of Architecture  29

Master of Arts Research  49

Master of Autism Studies  40

Master of Aviation Management  44

Master of Biotechnology  62

Master of Business  33

Master of Business Administration  33

Master of Catchment Science  62

Master of Civil Engineering  45

Master of Civil Engineering Advanced  45

Master of Civil Engineering/Master  
of Engineering Project Management  45

Master of Climate Change Adaptation  62

Master of Clinical Dentistry  54

Master of Clinical Psychology  56

Master of Criminology and Criminal Justice  37

Master of Cyber Security  46

Master of Dentistry  54

Master of Design  65

Master of Design Research  65

Master of Education  40

Master of Education and Professional  
Studies Research  41

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering  45

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering/ 
Master of Electronic and Energy Engineering  45

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering/ 
Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering  45

Master of Electronic and Energy Engineering  45

Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering  45

Master of Engineering Project Management  45

Master of Engineering Project Management 
Advanced  45

Master of Environment  62

Master of Environmental Engineering  45

Master of Environmental Engineering and  
Pollution Control  45

Master of Finance  34

Master of Financial Planning  34

Master of Financial Technology  34

Master of Forensic Mental Health  38

Master of Global Development  35

Master of Global Public Health  57

Master of Health Services Management  55

Master of Human Resource Management and 
Employment Relations  35

Master of Human Resource Management and 
Employment Relations/International Business  35

Master of Human Services  55

Master of Infection Prevention and Control  55

Master of Information Systems and Information 
Technology Management  46

Master of Information Technology  46

Master of Integrated Water Management  62

Master of International Business  33

Master of International Business/Master of 
International Relations  33

Master of International Law  38

Master of International Law Studies  38

Master of International Relations  35

Master of International Tourism and  
Hospitality Management  34

Master of Marketing  35

Master of Marketing/Master of  
International Business  35

Master of Marketing/Master of International  
Tourism and Hospitality Management  35

Master of Medical Research  57

Master of Music Research  59

Master of Music Studies  59

Master of Pharmacy  56

Master of Philosophy  29, 35, 38, 41, 46, 49,  
 57, 59, 62, 65

Master of Primary Maternity Care  55

Master of Primary Teaching  40

Master of Professional Accounting  33

Master of Professional Engineering  45

Master of Professional Psychology  56

Master of Public Administration  33

Master of Public Health  56

Master of Science  62

Master of Screen Production  65

Master of Secondary Teaching  41

Master of Social Work  57

Master of Speech Pathology  57

Master of Suicidology  55

Master of Teaching of English to Speakers  
of Other Languages  41, 49

Master of Urban and Environmental Planning  29

Master of Visual Arts  65

Master of Visual Arts Research  65

Masters Qualifying Program  23
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Architecture, construction and planning

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/architecture

Five-star support 
Both architecture and built environment  
at Griffith were given a five-star rating  
for student support and learner engagement 
by the Good Universities Guide 2021.

Unique experiences
We offer student opportunities to help  
you stand out from the crowd, including  
small groups, practice-led design studios  
and international field study electives.

Industry connections 
You’ll have the opportunity to work with 
industry professionals while you study  
thanks to work-integrated learning projects.
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Architecture
Bachelor of Architectural Design Mar, Jul 3F G N/A 240 6.5 S  1492 083726G

What you will study
You’ll combine classroom studies, studio work, fieldwork 
and practical experience to learn about urban systems, 
public places, building design, and all aspects of the built 
environment. As you study, you’ll develop your design and 
creative problem-solving skills, and learn how to meet 
aesthetic, functional and user needs with your designs.  
This degree draws inspiration from our unique Gold Coast 
city environment and the challenges of building resilience 
for the future in an urban coastal context. 
In particular, our focus on sustainable design in tropical 
and subtropical climates will prepare you for work in 
Australia and the Asia–Pacific. In your third year, you’ll get 
practical experience by completing a supervised industry-
based design project.

Professional recognition
This degree is recognised by the Australian Institute 
of Architects, the Architects Accreditation Council of 
Australia and the Board of Architects of Queensland  
as an approved pathway program for the professionally 
accredited Master of Architecture.

Pathway to further study
The Bachelor of Architectural Design is a pathway to 
Griffith’s Master of Architecture degree, which provides 
the academic qualifications needed for registration as  
an architect.

Career opportunities
With your design, technical knowledge and creative skills, 
you’ll be qualified to assist architects and other built 
environment professionals in the design, documentation 
and procurement of buildings. You may find employment 
in a broad spectrum of creative roles in government 
agencies, statutory bodies, design practices and studios 
(urban design, architecture, interior design, virtual 
environments, graphic design and the film and games 
industries), commercial development companies,  
building product manufacturing and distribution 
companies, and research organisations.

Construction management
Bachelor of Construction Management (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G  320 6.5 S N/A 1598 097097F

Urban and environmental planning
Bachelor of Urban Planning (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G, N  320 6.5 S N/A 1658 107880G

What you will study
In this degree, you’ll learn how to manage the social and 
spatial conditions of urban life, helping to create a more 
sustainable future. You’ll be prepared to tackle issues 
such as climate change, regional growth management 
and transport planning, and gain an in-depth knowledge 
of environmental management, sustainable development, 
spatial analysis and urban modelling. You’ll be able to 
apply the principles you have learned in the project-
based studio courses. You’ll be taught by academics 
who have a strong footing in the industry, and have the 
opportunity to network and connect with professionals 
throughout your degree. You’ll also get the chance to 
undertake an extended industry placement, allowing  
you to put your skills into practice before you graduate.

Professional recognition 
As a student and a graduate, you’ll be eligible for 
membership with the Planning Institute of Australia. 

Further studies 
As an honours graduate, you’ll enhance your chances 
of employment and you’ll also be prepared to pursue a 
career in research or academia.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Urban Planning with: Science.

Career opportunities 
You’ll be prepared to follow a range of career paths, 
including urban planner, land development designer, 
environmental planner or traffic and transport planner, 
among others. You may find employment opportunities 
with all levels of government, as well as business and 
industry groups, community organisations and private 
consulting firms. You may find work in development 
companies implementing proposals for new housing 
estates, tourism complexes, transport networks, 
shopping centres and other commercial projects.
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Architecture
Master of Architecture Mar, Jul 2F G N/A 160 6.5 R N/A 5558 077645D

What you will study
You will receive a rounded professional architectural 
education with strength in design research. You can choose 
to focus on sustainable design, urban design, history/
theory or design practice. The research-based approach 
to architectural design in this degree will help you develop 
the capacity to pose original questions and to investigate, 
analyse and appraise current information and understandings. 
Research-led design will underpin career-long, self-directed 
learning of a critical-reflective nature.

Entry requirements
Recognised bachelor degree in Architectural Design (5.0 GPA) 
OR Griffith Bachelor of Architectural Design (4.5 GPA).

Career opportunities 
You may find employment in various architecture related 
organisations including private practice, consulting firms and 
in local and state government. You may choose to become 
a ‘general practitioner’ or you will have the option to 
specialise in a building type, in an aspect of building design 
or construction procurement or, with further experience  
and study, you can specialise in urban design or research. 

Recognition/accreditation
The Master of Architecture is recognised by the Architects 
Accreditation Council of Australia, the Board of Architects 
of Queensland, the Australian Institute of Architects and 
the Commonwealth Association of Architects.

Through research-led design this 
program will give you the skills for 
career-long, self-directed learning. 

Urban and environmental planning
Graduate Certificate in Urban and Environmental Planning Mar, Jul 1P* N N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3216 061457F

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.
* 1 year part-time only. 

Master of Urban and Environmental Planning Mar, Jul 1.5–2F N N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5576 076266A

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR Griffith Graduate Certificate in Urban and Environmental Planning (4.5 GPA).
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Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 1–2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Business and government

#1 in Australia
Hospitality and Tourism Management

#2 in Queensland
Political Sciences

Global top 150
Public Administration

2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects

#6 in Australia
Business and Economics

2022 Times Higher Education World University Rankings

Globally recognised degrees
Only 5 per cent of universities worldwide  
are accredited by the International  
Association to Advance Collegiate  
Schools of Business (AACSB).

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/business-government

Designed with industry
Our Bachelor of Business has been designed  
in consultation with industry professionals,  
and draws on our leading-edge research to 
bring you a new, forward-looking degree  
with the latest and smartest business thinking. 

Progressive values
The modern business practices of adaptivity, 
creativity, diversity and sustainability are 
embedded in our degrees, so you graduate 
with the skills needed for the rewarding 
opportunities that the new economy brings.

Ranked #1 in Australia 
for Hospitality and Tourism Management  
in the 2021 ShanghaiRanking Global  
Ranking of Academic Subjects.
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Business
Bachelor of Business Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G, N, O  240 6.5 S  1632 006423F

Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) Mar, Jul, Nov 4F G, N, O  320 6.5 S N/A 1633 0101266

What you will study
Griffith’s Bachelor of Business is an alternative to more 
traditional business degrees, combining new skills, values, 
and opportunities relevant for the new economy. It’s a 
whole new way of thinking for a whole new generation of 
business professionals. In your first two trimesters, you’ll 
complete six discovery subjects that are based in the core 
skills critical to successful business operations (including 
analytics, accounting, economics, management, 
organisational psychology, marketing, international 
business) and apply them to practical challenges using 
the principles of sustainability, inclusiveness and equity— 
values that shape public debate today. You’ll also be part 
of an innovative new approach to learning, designed to 
give you a 360-degree view of business strategy. In your 
second two trimesters, you can choose to major (a focus 
of study within your degree) in the field of your choice. 
The Bachelor of Business offers you a wide choice, with 
more than 20 majors. You can combine majors from 
different disciplines; for example, you can graduate with 
a Bachelor of Business in Accounting and Management 
or a Bachelor of Business in International Business and 
Economics. All of the majors can be completed online,  
so you can base your study wherever it suits you best  
if you choose to undertake the program online.

Majors
Accounting, Asian Business, Asian Engagement, 
Behavioural Science, Business Analytics, Economics, 
Employment Relations, Event Management, Finance, 
Financial Planning, Government and International 
Relations, Human Resource Management, Innovation  
and Entrepreneurship, International Business,  
Logistics and Supply Chain Management, Management, 
Marketing, Real Estate and Property Development,  
Sport Management, Sustainable Business, Taxation, 
Tourism Management.

Languages^

Add one of the below languages to your
degree as a second major or minor.
• Chinese
• French*
• German*
• Indonesian*
• Italian
• Japanese
• Korean*
• Modern Greek^

• Spanish
*  Available at Nathan campus only via cross-institutional study  

at The University of Queensland.
^  Available online via cross-institutional study with Flinders 

University, South Australia.

Career opportunities
This holistic business degree gives you the foundation  
to take your career just about anywhere. Through  
your extensive practical experience opportunities,  
you’ll graduate with strong business networks and  
the authentic knowledge to apply your skills to a broad 
range of business environments. You’ll be prepared 
to work in a variety of roles relevant to your chosen 
specialisation(s) in not-for-profit, government and 
corporate organisations, as well as in start-ups and 
entrepreneurial enterprises.

Student Investment Fund 
For accounting, economics, finance and financial  
planning students, Queensland’s largest student-
managed investment fund is the real deal—a bona  
fide opportunity to invest on the stock market.  
Every decision has implications, every investment  
carries the weight of responsibility, and every part  
of this experience is priceless for graduates entering 
the work market. In Griffith’s Bloomberg trading rooms, 
the students analyse and evaluate the same live data 
used by finance professionals around the world. In the 
boardroom, they pitch their trading proposals to an 
experienced investment committee, and all earnings  
go toward scholarships for future business students.

Double degree option(s)*
Combine Business with: Arts; Communication and 
Journalism; Data Science; Design; Engineering; 
Environmental Science; Exercise Science; Government 
and International Relations; Information Technology; 
International Tourism and Hotel Management; Laws; 
Psychological Science; Science; Sport Development;  
Visual Arts.

*  Double degree options are not available for the  
Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours)

Accreditation and  
membership possibilities
Depending on your major, you may be eligible to join  
the following professional bodies:
 · Australian Marketing Institute
 · Australian Human Resources Institute 
 · Australian Market and Social Research Society
 · Australian Society of Sport Administrators
 · Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
 · Financial Planning Association of Australia (FPA)
 · Institute of Public Accountants (IPA)
 · The Tax Institute
 · Economic Society of Australia (Queensland)
 · Chartered Financial Analyst Institute (CFA)
 · The Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply
 · Pacific Asia Travel Association
 · Sports Management Association of Australia and 

New Zealand
 · Institute of Public Administration Australia (IPAA)

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Business
 · Diploma of International Tourism and Hotel Management

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
The Bachelor of Advanced Business (Honours) offers the 
opportunity to further distinguish yourself. You can enrol  
in the Honours program from the start or transfer into it 
from the Bachelor of Business if you meet the criteria.
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‘BusinessPLUS provided me with engaging and relevant 
workshops that helped me in developing my professional 
portfolio, my online presence and my resume, which boosted 
my employability. I became actively engaged in extracurricular 
activities that really established my learning and capabilities. 
I also found an amazing and creative mentor who has helped 
guide my future career, all of which would not have happened 
without BusinessPLUS.’ 

Aria (Australia)
Marketing Coordinator, Summernats
Griffith Business School graduate

Griffith Business School is an accredited member of the 
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB) – International. 

AACSB Accreditation is known worldwide as the longest standing, most recognised form of 
professional accreditation an institution and its business programs can earn. 
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Government and international relations
Bachelor of Government and International Relations Mar, Jul 3F G, N, O  240 6.5 S  1399 077995D

Double degree option(s)
Combine Government and International Relations with: Arts, Business, Communication and Journalism, Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Law.

Bachelor of Advanced Government and International Relations 
(Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G, N, O  320 6.5 S N/A 1654 106113K

What you will study
Griffith is a leader in this field, ranking in the world’s top 
150 for political and international studies for the past 
five years and boasting a world-class staff of political 
experts. This degree will provide you with a deep 
understanding of policy, politics and power in the modern 
world and the forces that shape these dynamics at the 
global and domestic levels. You’ll learn about political 
institutions and processes, business–government 
relations, and foreign policy and globalisation. In your 
first year, you’ll develop your understanding of politics 
and international relations. In your second and third years, 
you’ll expand this knowledge by completing a major. 
You’ll also have the option to complete a parliamentary 
internship or a work placement in your final year.  

Majors 
Students in this degree can choose to specialise in one  
of two primary majors.

• International Relations

• Politics and Public Policy

Second majors
You can complement your studies with a second major in:

• Asian Engagement
• Economics
• International Business
• Islam–West Relations
• Chinese
• French*
• German*
• Indonesian*
• Japanese
• Italian
• Korean*
• Spanish

*  Available at Nathan campus only via cross-institutional study  
at The University of Queensland.

^  Available online via cross-institutional study with Flinders 
University, South Australia.

Professional recognition
On completing your studies, you may be eligible  
for membership of the Institute of Public  
Administration Australia and the Australian Institute  
of International Affairs.

Career opportunities 
Depending on your major, you may find opportunities 
providing advice to government and business leaders, 
developing policy and managing programs in areas such 
as economic, environmental and social policy, diplomacy 
and trade relations. You may also find a job in foreign 
ministries, defence departments, intelligence and  
aid organisations, or work in political risk assessment  
and humanitarian logistics. You’ll be prepared to pursue 
work in government, international organisations, media, 
political parties, a range of business environments and 
the not-for-profit sector. 

Honours available
The Bachelor of Advanced Government and International 
Relations (Honours) and the Bachelor of Advanced 
Business (Honours) offer the opportunity to distinguish 
yourself. You can enrol in the Honours program from the 
start or transfer into it if you meet the criteria.

Tourism and hotel management
Bachelor of International Tourism and Hotel Management Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G, N, O  240 6.5 S  1408 080403G

Bachelor of Advanced International Tourism and  
Hotel Management (Honours) Mar, Jul, Nov 4F G, N, O  320 6.5 S N/A 1655 106114J

What you will study
Griffith is a leader in this field, ranking #1 in Australia 
for Hospitality and Tourism Management in the 2021 
ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects. 
In this degree, you will gain an in-depth understanding 
of the tourism sector, underscored by sustainability 
principles. You will develop core business skills in areas 
such as financial management, leadership, management, 
marketing and strategic management, and enhance these 
with an understanding of how to manage employment 
relations in a culturally diverse context. 

Majors 
Students in this degree can choose to specialise in one  
of two primary majors.

• Tourism Management
• Hospitality Management

Second majors
You can complement your studies with a second major in:

• Asian Engagement
• Behavioural Science
• Business Analytics
• Economics
• Employment Relations
• Event Management
• Government and International Relations
• Human Resource Management
• Innovation and Entrepreneurship
• Logistics and Supply Chain Management
• Management
• Marketing
• Real Estate and Property Development
• Sport Management

Career opportunities 
You’ll be prepared for work in a range of international 
tourism and hotel management roles, including in hotel 
and resort groups and the accommodation sector, in 
independent restaurants and internationally recognised 
chains, with entertainment and leisure providers such as 
theme parks, with suppliers of goods and services to the 
hospitality industry, in airlines, and with local, state and 
federal tourism and regional planning authorities. 

Practical experience
Thanks to Griffith’s close working relationship with the 
major hotel chains and tourism operators in South East 
Queensland, you will have the chance to gain knowledge 
from guest speakers and experience via a wide range of 
innovative work-integrated learning activities. You will 
learn industry-standard systems and graduate with  
the skills and knowledge employers want, and be fully 
aware of the culture, service and competitive aspects  
of international tourism and hotel corporations.

Double degree option(s)
Combine International Tourism and Hotel 
Management with: Business.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Business
 · Diploma of International Tourism and Hotel Management

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
The Bachelor of Advanced International Tourism and 
Hotel Management (Honours) and the Bachelor of 
Advanced Business (Honours) offer the opportunity 
to distinguish yourself. You can enrol in the Honours 
program from the start or transfer into it from the 
Bachelor of International Tourism and Hotel Management 
if you meet the criteria.

Our close working relationship with 
major hotel chains means you will  
have the opportunity to learn from  
industry guest lecturers and gain 
practical experience.
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Accounting
Graduate Certificate in Professional Accounting Mar, Jul 0.5F N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3396 107421A

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.

Master of Professional Accounting Mar, Jul, Nov 2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5683 088233M

What you will study
If you are from a non-accounting background, the Master 
of Professional Accounting conversion program will give 
you the training in accounting and related areas needed to 
meet the academic requirements for Associate membership 
with CPA Australia and admission into CPA Australia’s CPA 
Program, and the CA Program of Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand.

This program will enable you to develop the technical and 
conceptual skills needed to become an accountant, and 
will develop your ability to analyse, critique and synthesise 
various accounting and related principles, methods and 
techniques. This program will also provide academic 
support to help you prepare for CPA Australia’s CPA 
Program and ACCA’s professional level examinations.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Career opportunities 
You will be qualified for work in government 
administration, business planning, cost and management 
accounting, auditing, information systems, taxation, 
finance and banking, stockbroking, treasury, foreign 
exchange, superannuation, consulting, insurance,  
and manufacturing. 

Recognition/accreditation
Accreditation will depend on the courses you complete. 
The Master of Professional Accounting is accredited  
by Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand  
(CA ANZ) and CPA Australia.

Pathway option
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Business
Graduate Certificate in Business Mar, Jul, Nov* 0.5F G, N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3306 082402C

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

* Trimester 3 (November entry) at Nathan and Online campus only.

Master of Business Mar, Jul, Nov* 2F G, N, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5632 096285K

* Trimester 3 (November entry) at Nathan and Online campus only.

What you will study
The Master of Business is a program designed for 
professionals aspiring to make the move to management 
roles, for example current managers seeking formal 
qualifications or for those looking to change careers.  
This degree is designed to help you master essential 
business concepts and provide you with the frameworks 
and creative problem solving skills to enable you to operate 
effectively in the dynamic, global business economy.

This program will help you to further develop your 
business and management skills, build specialist 
knowledge within your chosen area, and accelerate  
your career.

Majors
Accounting (N, O) Business Analytics (N, O) Business 
Law (N, O) Digital Business (N, O) Economics (N, O) 
Employment Relations (N, G, O) Event Management (G) 
Human Resource Management (N, G, O) Information 
Systems (N, O) Innovation and Entrepreneurship (G, O) 
International Business (N, O) International Tourism and 
Hospitality Management (G, O) Management (N, O) 
Marketing (N, G, O) Public Policy (O) Sport Management 
(G, O) Supply Chain Management (N, O). 

Entry requirements
Any Bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Career outcomes 
A business degree gives you the foundation to advance 
your career in a range of industries and professions. You 
will be prepared to use your extensive business skills in 
increasingly diverse settings including not-for-profit, 
government and corporate organisations. Students 
who complete the dissertation pathway may be eligible 
for further Higher Degree Research study such as the 
Master of Philosophy or PhD program.

Pathway option
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration Mar, Jul, Nov* 0.5F G, S, O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3047 014030A

Entry requirements: Relevant work experience.

*  Full-time admission for international students: Trimester 1 (March entry) admission South Bank campus. Trimester 2 (July entry) admission Gold Coast campus. Trimester 3 (November entry) part-time and 
online only.

Master of Business Administration Mar, Jul, Nov* 1–1.5F G, S, O N/A 120 6.5 A N/A 5158 011433F

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher (4.5 GPA) and relevant work experience.

* Trimester 3 (November entry) part-time and online only.

Master of International Business Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F N, O N/A 120 6.5 R  5311 037586G

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher. 

Master of International Business/Master of  
International Relations Mar, Jul, Nov 2F N N/A 160 6.5 R  5659 084029C

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Policy and Public Administration
Master of Public Administration Mar, Jul 1–1.5F O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5580

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher.

Graduate Certificate in Policy Analysis Mar, Jul 1P*  O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3210

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher (4.5 GPA) OR relevant work experience.

* Part-time only.
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Tourism and hospitality management
Graduate Certificate in International Tourism and  
Hospitality Management Mar, Jul, Nov 0.5F G, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3117 103303F

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of International Tourism and Hospitality Management Mar, Jul, Nov 2F G, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5709 094982A

What you will study
Griffith is a leader in this field, ranking #1 in Australia 
for Hospitality and Tourism Management in the 2021 
ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects. 
The Master of International Tourism and Hospitality 
Management helps graduates prepare for the next step in 
their career in the global tourism and hotel industry. You 
will develop skills essential for managerial-level graduates 
including advanced business acumen, strategic insight, 
high-level management skills and specialised industry 
knowledge, underscored by sustainability principles.

You will build on your core business skills in areas such as 
financial planning, hospitality management and marketing, 
and enhance these with an understanding of how to 
manage in a culturally diverse context.

As a graduate, you will emerge as a confident leader, 
sensitive to the complex issues and challenges within the 
global tourism and hotel industry.

Entry requirements
Any Bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Career opportunities 
You will be prepared to take advantage of new 
opportunities in the rapidly expanding services  
industry including:

 · convention and event organisations
 · international tourism and hotel management roles
 · government departments
 · hospitality entertainment services
 · international tourism and hotel management roles
 · retail travel
 · theme parks and attractions
 · tourism authorities. 

Pathway option
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Griffith ranked #1 in Australia for 
Hospitality and Tourism Management 
in the ShanghaiRanking Global 
Ranking of Academic Subjects 2021.

Finance and financial planning
Graduate Diploma of Finance Mar, Jul, Nov* 1F N, O N/A 80 6.5 A N/A 4166 082403B

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.
* Trimester 3 (November entry) part-time and online only.

Master of Finance Mar, Jul, Nov 2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5592 081667G

What you will study
The Master of Finance offers comprehensive preparation 
for those wishing to pursue or advance their career 
in the finance and investments industry. You will gain 
technical competencies and analytical skills and learn 
how to apply financial theory and quantitative techniques 
to make effective financial and investment decisions. 
You will build a solid foundation in finance and gain an 
in-depth understanding of investment principles with a 
strong appreciation of ethical and professional standards 
focusing on the curriculum of CFA Level II and III and 
CAIA examinations. You will develop the skills to critically 
analyse issues in the investment profession relating to 
stock markets, fixed-income and alternative instruments, 
derivatives, and portfolio or wealth management, that 
prepare you to take on new challenges in the increasingly 
globalised and competitive financial sector. 

Standard pathway: If you are interested in moving into 
the field and do not have a background in finance, you will 
complete the standard pathway (2 years) which includes 
a compulsory foundation component.

Advanced standing pathway: If you have a prior finance 
degree you will follow the advanced standing pathway 
(1.5 years) and skip the foundation course component. 
You will focus on core finance courses and advanced 
electives. High-performing students may have the 
opportunity to undertake a major research project in 
place of advanced electives. This option can serve as a 
pathway to higher research degrees.

Entry requirements
Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Career outcomes 
You will be well prepared for career opportunities in 
mutual funds, superannuation funds, banks, insurance 
companies, treasury and stockbroking. Other career 
options might include foreign exchange dealers, futures 
and options traders, portfolio managers, risk analysts  
and financial advisers.

Pathway option
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Graduate Certificate in Financial Planning Mar, Jul, Nov* 0.5F O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3322

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher OR relevant work experience.
* Trimester 3 (November entry) part-time and online only.

Graduate Diploma of Financial Planning Mar, Jul, Nov* 1F O N/A 80 6.5 A N/A 4186

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher OR relevant work experience.
* Trimester 3 (November entry) part-time and online only.

Master of Financial Planning Mar, Jul, Nov* 1–1.5F O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5686

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher OR relevant work experience.
* Trimester 3 (November entry) part-time and online only.

Master of Financial Technology Mar, Jul 1.5–2F* N, O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5746 103302G

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Majors: Finance; Data Analytics; Security
*  2 years is a standard pathway: If you do not have a background in finance or IT, you will complete the standard pathway (2 years) which includes a compulsory foundation component.  

1.5 years is an advanced standing pathway: If you have a prior finance or IT degree you will follow the advanced standing pathway (1.5 years) and skip the foundation course component.
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Global development
Master of Global Development Mar, Jul 2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5724 097102C

What you will study
In a world where change is the only constant, the 
Master of Global Development will give you a deep 
understanding of policy, politics, people and power in the 
modern world. If you are looking to develop your thought 
leadership skills and identify new, creative solutions that 
will improve the world around you, then the Master of 
Global Development is the right fit for you.

This degree was developed to align with the UN’s 17 
Sustainable Development Goals and created to address 
the world’s most pressing challenges—including ending 
poverty and bringing economic prosperity, social 
inclusion, environmental sustainability, and peace and 
good governance to all countries and all people by 2030. 

During your study, you will examine the dynamics of 
global issues including:

 · development economics
 · human rights and development
 · climate change and disaster management
 · health and development
 · law, politics and planning.

As part of your degree, you will work with experts from 
across the University including our research centres, and 
will be connected with the international development 
community. This means you can feel confident you 
will graduate with the critical perspective, strategic 
knowledge and contacts necessary to work towards agile 
solutions to these big issues—and make a difference.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Career opportunities 
Graduates from this degree may seek roles within 
non-government organisations and aid organisations, 
international development, government policy, 
consultancy and research. Potential organisations include 
Oxfam, Amnesty International, United Nations, World 
Bank, and Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. 

Gain a deep understanding of policy, 
politics, people and power in the  
modern world. 

Human resource management
Graduate Certificate in Human Resource Management Mar, Jul* 0.5F G, N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3188 059747C

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.
* Trimester 1 full-time intake available at Gold Coast and Online. Trimester 2 full-time intake available Nathan and Online.

Master of Human Resource Management and  
Employment Relations Mar, Jul 1-1.5F G, N, O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 5748 103741F

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher.

Master of Human Resource Management and Employment 
Relations/International Business Mar, Jul 2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 R N/A 5749 103742E

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher.

International relations
Graduate Certificate in International Relations Mar, Jul 0.5F N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3142 044347J

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of International Relations Mar, Jul 1–1.5F N, O N/A 120 6.5 R  5631 082406K

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Marketing
Graduate Certificate in Marketing Mar, Jul 0.5F G, N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3068 059739C

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of Marketing Mar, Jul 1–1.5F G , N, O N/A 120 6.5 R  5629 082407J

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

What you will study
Marketing is fast-paced, exciting and always challenging. 
It is an ideal career if you are creative, analytical and 
a good communicator. You will gain a solid base of 
knowledge and expertise in the latest techniques and 
technologies in consumer behaviour, market research  
and integrated marketing communications.

Building on this foundation, where you will learn 
advanced marketing principles, best practice and  
new approaches to building customer relationships.  
Your studies will enable you to think strategically  
about value, positioning and competitive advantage  
in a global context through branding and digital 
marketing applications.

Career opportunities
You may find career opportunities in industry sectors 
such as fast moving consumer goods, tourism, 
entertainment, public relations and advertising.  
With a postgraduate qualification, you will be well 
prepared to apply for senior management positions  
in marketing, as well as specialist or consulting roles.

Master of Marketing/Master of International Business Mar, Jul, Nov 2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 R  5717 096286J

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Master of Marketing/Master of International Tourism and 
Hospitality Management Mar, Jul 2F G, O N/A 160 6.5 R  5716 096287G

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.
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Business
Graduate Certificate in Research Studies in Business Feb, Jul 0.5F O 40 6.5 R 3275

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher (5.0 GPA).

Graduate Diploma of Research Studies in Business Feb, Jul 1F G, N 80 6.5 O 4160 076836E

Entry requirements: Only available to students applying for PhD or MPhil.
Pathway: to the Doctor of Philosophy or Master of Philosophy.

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M
*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  

The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International
Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Criminology and law

#1 in Australia
Law and Criminology

2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/criminology-law

Study with the best
When you study law or criminology with us,  
you’ll learn from award-winning teachers who 
have been recognised nationally and internationally 
for their research impact and outstanding 
contributions to their respective fields. 

Global perspective
At Griffith, we are committed to social justice 
and believe in law and criminology as powerful 
instruments of change. You’ll be equipped with 
knowledge of the world and will graduate with 
valuable experience and a global perspective, 
well positioned to help create change locally 
and internationally.

Vital connections
Our graduates are making their mark in 
a variety of sectors across Australia and 
internationally. Network with a broad range of 
Queensland’s legal and criminological experts 
at regular events and be supported by our 
community of Griffith graduates through 
mentorships, work experience and more.
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Criminology and criminal justice
Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice Mar, Jul 3F G, M, O  240 6.5 S  1112 061466E

What you will study
In this degree, you’ll learn about the causes of crime 
and society’s response through the justice system while 
drawing on knowledge and insights from many fields 
of study, including psychology, law, sociology, politics 
and social work. In your first year, you’ll learn about 
the current trends in crime in Australia and overseas, 
and explore proven ways that crime can be examined, 
prevented and reduced. You’ll participate in courses 
that include the police, courts and criminal law, and 
the role mental health plays in crime. In your second 
and third years, you’ll choose from elective courses in 
policing, corrections, working with offenders and victims, 
counter-terrorism, or crime analysis and investigation. 
You can also choose non-criminology electives.

Career opportunities
You’ll be prepared to pursue employment opportunities 
in policing and security, intelligence, probation and 
parole, child protection, crime analysis, courts and justice 
services, crime prevention and regulatory agencies. 
When you graduate, you’ll be equipped for a career in 
areas such as law enforcement, working directly with 
offenders or victims in welfare and counselling roles,  
and in criminological research and policy roles.

Job-ready skills
Throughout your studies, you’ll gain and develop 
industry-relevant skills and experience working on 
real projects. You will build on this part of your degree 
through a capstone course focusing on addressing a 
current local community crime problem. 

In your final year, you’ll have the opportunity to 
complete a professional placement experience through 
the Criminology Undergraduate Research Internship 
Program. You’ll be mentored one-on-one by criminology 
experts and can select an internship to suit your interests 
from a diverse range of research projects.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

Double degree option(s)
Combine Criminology and Criminal Justice with: 
Information Technology.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Criminology and Criminal Justice

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Law
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G, N  320 7.0 H2  1619 836236B

What you will study
When you study with the university that is ranked No. 
1 for law in Australia^, you are preparing to tackle the 
unique challenges of our modern, high-tech, globalised 
society. We’ll give you the practical experience, support, 
opportunities, networks and theory to shape your ideal 
legal career and make your mark, whether that’s in 
traditional law or beyond. We are committed to social 
justice and believe in law as a powerful instrument of 
change, so you’ll not only understand the law, but have 
the knowledge and skills to challenge it. You’ll develop 
in-depth knowledge of legal principles and practice, 
while also learning essential legal skills in areas such 
as negotiation, critical analysis of law, written and oral 
advocacy, and legal writing. 

^ 2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects.

Career opportunities 
This degree opens up a range of career opportunities 
within and beyond the legal environment. After gaining 
professional recognition, you’ll be prepared for a career 
as a solicitor or barrister, a policymaker or law reformer 
working in government or the community sector, or 
even internationally in areas such as international trade 
or in human rights. You’ll open up a world of possibilities 
in non-legal careers too, including careers in journalism, 
politics or management. 

Recognition/accreditation
To be eligible for admission as a solicitor in Australia,  
a person must complete an approved Bachelor of Laws  
or Juris Doctor degree, undertaken approved practical 
legal training via a practical legal training course or 
supervised traineeship at a law firm, and be able to 
satisfy the Legal Practitioners Admissions Board and  
the Supreme Court of their fitness to practise law.

Canada: Griffith University’s law degree is accepted 
for entry into the legal profession in Canada’s common 
law provinces, when accompanied by a Certificate 
of Qualification from the National Committee on 
Accreditation (NCA) of the Federation of Law Societies 
of Canada. You must ensure you complete the five 
Canadian Law courses offered to help you prepare for the 
NCA exams while gaining credit towards your law degree.

Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak): Students from Sabah 
or Sarawak who have a Griffith law degree and wish to 
return to Sabah or Sarawak to practise law may do so 
providing they gain admission to practice in an Australian 
jurisdiction first and then fulfil additional requirements 
upon their return to Sabah or Sarawak.

Fiji: All Australian law degrees are recognised in Fiji. 
Graduates must also complete their Practical Legal 
Training to be admitted to practice law in Fiji.

Papua New Guinea (PNG): All Australian law degrees are 
recognised in PNG. Graduates who are not citizens of PNG 
must complete their Practical Legal Training, have three 
years’ post admission experience, and complete three 
exams on PNG law to be admitted to practice law in PNG.

Brunei: All Australian law degrees are recognised in 
Brunei. Graduates must also complete their Practical 
Legal Training to be admitted to practice law in Brunei.

India: Griffith’s law degree is recognised for the purposes 
of admission to legal practice in India.

Please note that different jurisdictions’ admission rules 
and requirements are subject to change. You should 
carefully examine the relevant legal requirements which 
are usually available on each jurisdiction’s relevant law or 
bar association’s websites.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Law with: Arts; Business; Criminology and  
Criminal Justice; Environmental Science; Government  
and International Relations; Psychological Science.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Criminology and Criminal Justice

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Bachelor of Laws (Honours) (Graduate Entry) Mar, Jul 3F G, N  240 7.0 O N/A 1620 0100412

Entry requirements: Non-law degree or higher providing it is equivalent to a minimum of 1.5 years of full-time study from a recognised institution with a minimum GPA of 4.0 on a 
7-point scale (or equivalent) OR a law degree from a different legal system (i.e. it must be a Bachelor of Laws from a non-Australian tertiary institution). 

Graduates are: eligible for admission as a solicitor if they complete an approved law degree, have undertaken approved practical legal training via a practical legal training course or 
supervised traineeship at a law firm, and are able to satisfy the Legal Practitioners Admissions Board and the Supreme Court of their fitness to practise.
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Law
Juris Doctor Mar, Jul, Nov* 2–3F G, N N/A 240 7.0 A N/A 5734 099124C

* The Trimester 3 intake is only available to those students undertaking the Canadian Law major at the Gold Coast campus.

Entry requirements: Non-law degree or higher providing it is equivalent to a minimum of 1.5 years of full-time study from a recognised tertiary institution with a minimum GPA of 4.0 on 
a 7-point scale (or equivalent) OR a law degree from a different legal system (i.e. it must be a Bachelor of Laws from a non-Australian tertiary institution). 

Majors: Canadian Law; International Law.

Australian migration law and practice
Graduate Diploma in Australian Migration Law and Practice Mar, Jul 1F O N/A 80 7.0 A N/A 4190

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher OR a Graduate Certificate in Australian Migration Law and Practice with a minimum GPA of 4.0 (on a 7-point scale).

Criminology and criminal justice
Graduate Certificate in Criminology and Criminal Justice Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 7.0 A N/A 3152

* Part-time only. 

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of Criminology and Criminal Justice Mar, Jul 1.5F O N/A 120 7.0 R N/A 5606

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher.
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Criminological research studies
Graduate Diploma of Criminological Research Studies Mar 1F M, O 80 6.5 R 4179 086339F

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher (5.0 GPA).

Pathway: to the Doctor of Philosophy or Master of Philosophy.

Law research studies
Graduate Diploma of Law Research Studies Mar, Jul 1F G, N 80 6.5 R 4177 086337G

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher (5.0 GPA).

Pathway: to the Doctor of Philosophy or Master of Philosophy.

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Mar, Apr, Jul, Nov* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Mar, Apr, Jul, Nov* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—March, April, July and November.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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International law
Master of International Law Mar, Jul 1–1.5F G, O N/A 120 6.5 A N/A 5729 098121C

What you will study
The Master of International Law will equip qualified 
professionals from a range of backgrounds to understand  
and apply international and globalised law principles in 
contexts such as: cross-border transactions and disputes; 
cross-border family law disputes; public international law 
developments; and cross-border negotiations. The program 
is designed to give students a competitive edge in the 
legal, academic, government, business, engineering and 
other professions where skills and knowledge in the field of 
international and global law are increasingly being required.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree or higher.

Career opportunities 
Graduates will be able to offer a competitive advantage 
in a range of professional, legal and commercial 
employment markets through their high-level 
understanding of, and skills in, international, and 
comparative global law, principles and practice. 

Master of International Law Studies Mar, Jul 1F G, O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5738 099995M

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.

Law
Juris Doctor Mar, Jul, Nov* 1F G, N, O N/A 240 7.0 O N/A 5734 099124C

* The Trimester 3 intake will only be available to those students undertaking the Canadian Law major at the Gold Coast campus and online.

What you will study
The Juris Doctor program is an alternative to the  
Bachelor of Laws for students who have completed  
an undergraduate degree.

Griffith Law School offers a professional legal curriculum 
that focuses on core areas of legal practice and the legal 
skills that lawyers must have. You will have the opportunity 
to choose law electives based on your interests, including 
clinical courses that emphasise practical legal skills,  
insights and experience. You will also have the option of 
completing a major in International Law or Canadian Law.

You will make connections between law and ethics,  
legal theory, Indigenous issues, and internationalisation.  
You will also develop interdisciplinary understandings  
of law and legal work.

You will take courses that cover areas such as Crime, 
Contracts, Property, Corporate Law, Torts and  
Theories of Law.

Entry requirements 
Non-law degree (bachelor or masters degree, or higher, 
providing it is equivalent to a minimum of 1.5 years of  
full-time study) with 4.0 GPA minimum on a 7-point  
scale OR a law degree from a different legal system  
(i.e. it must be a Bachelor of Laws from a non-Australian 
tertiary institution).

Majors 
Canadian Law (Accelerated); International Law; 
International Law (Accelerated).

Career opportunities 
A Juris Doctor degree from Griffith is recognised as a 
qualifying degree for admission into the legal profession  
in many countries around the world.

Prepare for a career as a solicitor or barrister after gaining 
professional recognition. You may also find opportunities 
in business and government in areas such as academia, 
administration, banking, finance, industrial relations, 
management and marketing.

Recognition/accreditation
To be eligible for admission as a solicitor in Australia,  
a person must complete an approved Bachelor of Laws  
or Juris Doctor degree, undertaken approved practical  
legal training via a practical legal training course or 
supervised traineeship at a law firm, and be able to  
satisfy the Legal Practitioners Admissions Board and  
the Supreme Court of their fitness to practise law.

Canada: Griffith University’s Juris Doctor is accepted 
for entry into the legal profession in Canada’s common 
law provinces, when accompanied by a Certificate of 
Qualification from the National Committee on Accreditation 
(NCA) of the Federation of Law Societies of Canada. 

You must ensure you complete the five Canadian Law 
courses offered to help you prepare for the NCA exams 
while gaining credit towards your law degree.

Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak): Students from Sabah 
or Sarawak who have a Griffith Juris Doctor and wish to 
return to Sabah or Sarawak to practise law may do so 
providing they gain admission to practice in an Australian 
jurisdiction first and then fulfil additional requirements upon 
their return to Sabah or Sarawak.
Fiji: All Australian law degrees are recognised in Fiji. 
Graduates must also complete their Practical Legal Training 
to be admitted to practice law in Fiji.

Papua New Guinea (PNG): All Australian law degrees 
are recognised in PNG. Graduates who are not citizens of 
PNG must complete their Practical Legal Training, have 
three years’ post admission experience, and complete three 
exams on PNG law to be admitted to practice law in PNG.

Brunei: All Australian law degrees are recognised in Brunei. 
Graduates must also complete their Practical Legal Training 
to be admitted to practice law in Brunei.

India: Griffith’s law degree is recognised for the purposes 
of admission to legal practice in India.

Please note that different jurisdictions’ admission rules  
and requirements are subject to change. You should 
carefully examine the relevant legal requirements which  
are usually available on each jurisdiction’s relevant law  
or bar association’s websites.

Mental health
Graduate Certificate in Forensic Mental Health Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 7.0 A N/A 3154

* Part-time only. 

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of Forensic Mental Health Mar, Jul 1.5F O N/A 120 7.0 R N/A 5616

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher.
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Education

Equal #1 in Queensland
#4 in Australia

Education

2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects

Global top 35
Education

2021 University Ranking by Academic Performance

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/education

Innovative teaching
At Griffith, we’re moving education forward in 
high-priority areas including online learning, 
digital coding, science, maths, literacy, special 
needs, psychology and early childhood education.

Flexible study
We offer the most innovative, industry-
relevant, employment-focused degrees  
with the flexibility to choose your pathway 
once you enter our degree.

Powerful partnerships
As a student, you’ll benefit from our strong 
relationships with schools and industry 
partners. You’ll undertake professional 
experience each year of your teaching  
degree, have access to community field 
studies, and the chance to engage in 
international experiences.
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Teaching
Bachelor of Education Mar, Jul 3.5F* G, L , M N/A 320 7.5 H1  1567 090883C

This program prepares students to teach either in primary or secondary settings.

Primary 
Major(s): Early Childhood Education (L); Health and Physical Education (G); Special Needs Education (M). 

Minor(s): English Education (M,G,L); Mathematics Education (M,G); Science Education (M,G).

Secondary
Major(s): Junior Secondary Education (M,G); Learning Support (M). Teaching Area Content 1: Biology (M,G); Chemisty (G, M); English (M,G); Digital Technologies (G); Food and 
Nutrition (G); Geography (M); History (M,G); Mathematics (M,G); Visual Arts (M). Teaching Area Content 2: Chemistry (M,G); Design Technology (G); Drama (M); English (M,G); 
Health and Physical Education (M,G); History (M,G); Mathematics (G, M); Physics (other teaching area must be Mathematics) (M,G); Psychology (M,G).

Note: Mt Gravatt students may be required to undertake their Content Teaching Areas at Nathan or South Bank.

Entry requirements: refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed entry requirement information.

* 4 years full-time equivalent offered over 3.5 years.
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Education
Graduate Certificate in Professional Learning Mar, Jul 1P* M, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3339

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.

* Part-time only.

Master of Education Mar, Jul 2F M, O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5735 0100672

What you will study
This degree delivers advanced professional learning for 
teachers and those with a professional involvement in 
education including school bursars, school development 
officers and training personnel. It will help you develop 
greater expertise in educational practice or research 
and can contribute to current teachers’ professional 
development requirements. Please note that this degree 
is not an initial teacher education program and will not 
lead to registration as a teacher in Queensland schools.

Majors 
 · Autism Studies
 · Early Childhood Studies (not accredited with ACECQA)
 · Educational Leadership
 · Educational Technology
 · Learning and Professional Development
 · Special Needs Education
 · Teaching of English to Speakers of Other  

Languages (TESOL)
 · Wellbeing in Education.

Entry requirements 
 · Bachelor degree or higher OR
 · Relevant work experience

Career opportunities 
You will be able to meet individual professional learning 
and research development needs. The degree also  
allows you to gain significant professional advantages  
to support advancing your education career. 

Pathway option(s)
For students interested in undertaking doctoral studies, 
this program provides a Research major that articulates 
with the Master of Education and Professional Studies 
Research (5608) and onto the Doctor of Philosophy 
(PhD) or Doctor of Education (6022).

For more information visit degrees.griffith.edu.au

Special needs education
Graduate Certificate in Autism Studies Mar, Jul 0.5F O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3270

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of Autism Studies Mar, Jul 1F O N/A 80 6.5 O N/A 5595

Entry requirements: Graduate Certificate in Autism Studies (4.5 GPA) OR Graduate Certificate in Disability Studies (or equivalent).

Graduate Certificate in Special Needs Education Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3020

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.

* Part-time only.
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Teaching
Master of Primary Teaching Mar 1.5–2F G, M, O N/A 160 7.5 O N/A 5587 0100413

What you will study
This postgraduate, pre-service teacher education 
program is offered in intensive mode to enable 
completion in one and a half years or over two years 
full-time. The program provides professional preparation 
for teaching in primary school (Prep to Year 6) settings. 
It is designed for graduates from a non-education 
background wishing to teach in this context.

The program covers the theory and practice of teaching 
concentrating on: the characteristics of learners; the 
social and educational contexts of education; curriculum 
studies; and professional experience in relevant settings.

Entry requirements 
Non-Education bachelor degree or equivalent plus 
submission of 1000-word personal statement.

Career opportunities 
Graduates will be qualified to teach students in public  
and private primary schools throughout Australia as  
well as at equivalent levels overseas. 

Recognition/accreditation 
The Master of Primary Teaching is accredited by the 
Queensland College of Teachers (QCT).

To obtain registration with the Queensland College of 
Teachers, graduating teachers must have evidence to 
demonstrate that their English language proficiency 
meets the minimum requirements for registration.
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Teaching
Master of Secondary Teaching Mar 1.5–2F G, M, O N/A 160 7.5 O N/A 5700 0100414

What you will study
You can choose to accelerate your studies over 1.5 
years or study full-time over two years. If you choose 
the accelerated option you will be able to apply for 
registration six months earlier than graduates from  
other universities.

If you are a graduate from a non-education background, 
perhaps seeking a career change, and wish to teach in 
secondary school settings, this degree will provide you 
with the necessary skills and knowledge to register  
with the QCT.

You will learn the theory and practice of teaching, as well 
as about the characteristics of learners and teachers and 
the social contexts of education. The degree includes 
education studies, curriculum studies in two nominated 
teaching areas, and professional experience in secondary 
school settings.

You will need to be able to identify two of the following 
Teaching Areas (students may choose to take teaching 
areas from another campus and travel to the campus at 
which those teaching areas are offered):

 · Biology (G, M)*
 · Business (G)
 · Chemistry (G, M)*
 · Design Technologies (G)
 · Digital Technologies (G)
 · Drama (M)
 · English (G, M)
 · Food and Nutrition (G)
 · Geography (M)
 · Health and Physical Education (G, M)
 · History (G, M)
 · Instrumental Music (M)*
 · Languages other than English (LOTE) (M)
 · Mathematics (G, M)
 · Music (M)
 · Physics (G, M)*
 · Psychology (M)*
 · Visual Arts (M)

Entry requirements
Non-Education bachelor degree or equivalent plus 
submission of 1000-word personal statement.

Career opportunities 
Graduates will be qualified to teach students in public  
and private secondary schools throughout Australia  
as well as at equivalent levels overseas. 

Recognition/accreditation 
The Master of Secondary Teaching is accredited by the 
Queensland College of Teachers (QCT).

To obtain registration with the Queensland College of 
Teachers, graduating teachers must have evidence to 
demonstrate that their English language proficiency 
meets the minimum requirements for registration.

* These teaching areas must be taken at a senior level and therefore require a minimum of six subjects in each area in the undergraduate degree.

Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages
Graduate Certificate in Teaching of English to Speakers  
of Other Languages Mar*, Jul*, Nov^ 0.5F N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3016 006684G

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.
* Trimester 1 and 2 (March and July entry) Online or Nathan campus, part-time only.  
^ Trimester 3 (November entry) Nathan campus only, full-time only.

Master of Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages Mar, Jul, Nov* 1–2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5727 097291D

* Trimester 3 (November entry) not available to students entering with advanced standing. 

What you will study
The Master of Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL) provides academic and pedagogical 
foundations for professionals who are or will be involved 
in work that focuses on the learning and teaching of 
English as a second or foreign language. The degree 
provides a qualification in the teaching of English in a 
variety of contexts with a strong focus on teaching  
in the Asia-Pacific region.

The program content is internationalised and 
intercultural, focusing on the development of a 
knowledge base and analytical skills that will enable 
graduates to operate in a range of roles involving the 
need to understand how second and foreign languages 
are learned. Much of the content of the program is also 
relevant to teachers of languages other than English. 
The course includes a research component requiring 
the knowledge and application of research principles 
and practices relating to professional work or learning 
in TESOL.

Please note that this program does not lead to teacher 
registration with the Queensland College of Teachers.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree or higher OR a combination of 
alternative admission criteria such as formal, informal  
and non-formal learning deemed to be equivalent  
to a bachelor degree or higher. 

Career opportunities 
Graduates may find employment opportunities locally 
or overseas, teaching English as a second or foreign 
language, or working in leadership positions in language 
teaching institutions. You may find opportunities at  
TAFE or technical colleges, university language centres, 
private language schools and language teaching 
institutions for migrants.
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Education and professional studies
Master of Education and Professional Studies Research Mar, Jul 1F G, M, O 80 6.5 O 5608 083101G

Entry requirements: A postgraduate qualification with a GPA of at least 5.0 in a related discipline OR a bachelor degree with at least Second Class Honours (Division B) in a related discipline.

Pathway: to the Doctor of Education or Doctor of Philosophy.

Education
Doctor of Education Mar, Jul 3F G, L, M, O 240 6.5 O 6022 082410C

Entry requirements: A recognised bachelor degree with a suitable class of research honours (not less than an upper second) or its equivalent as determined by the Dean, Griffith 
Graduate Research School and professional engagement pertinent to the degree over a period totalling not less than three years. To provide evidence for establishing equivalence, 
applicants are asked to complete a professional portfolio (using the template provided by the Griffith University School of Education and Professional Studies) which is to be submitted 
with the appropriate supporting documentation appended.

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Engineering, IT and aviation

Global top 100
Computer Science and Engineering

Energy Science and Engineering

Global top 150
Civil Engineering

Environmental Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering

Global top 200
Chemical Engineering

2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects

Focus on innovation
We prepare our graduates to create 
smarter solutions for the future, 
fostering professional skills and  
an entrepreneurial approach. 

Strong industry links
Be job-ready with opportunities for 
industry placements and the chance  
to work on industry projects.

Leaders in aviation 
We have 25 years of experience producing 
qualified graduates for the international  
aviation industry which is growing rapidly as  
the number of travellers continues to expand.

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/engineering
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Aviation
Bachelor of Aviation Mar, Jul^ 2F* N, O† N/A 240 6.5 S N/A 1517 085494C

^ Trimester 2 entry is only available for Professional Entry pathway—for students with 80 or 160 credit points of advanced standing.
* 3 years full-time equivalent offered over 2 years.
† Online available to Professional Entry pathways only.

Double degree option(s): Engineering (Honours); Information Technology.

Bachelor of Aviation Management Mar, Jul 1.5 or 2F* N, O N/A 240 6.5 S  1367 092428K

* 3 years full-time equivalent offered over 2 years OR 1.5 years full-time (Professional Entry).

What you will study
It takes specialist management skills to keep  the aviation 
industry flying, in operational business roles and in the 
public sector.

In recognition of the unique demands of aviation, this 
degree has been designed alongside industry to ensure 
we produce graduates with the core competencies that 
employers demand. This includes knowledge in airport 
planning, operations and management, human factors 
for aviation managers, security and risk management, 
government-business relations, business data analysis, 
and more.

Career opportunities 
As a graduate of this degree, you’ll be equipped for 
employment in aviation management. You will also be 
able to apply your management skills to seeking roles in 
many areas of the aviation industry, including airlines, 
airports, air traffic service providers, maintenance and 
repair organisations, and government organisations such 
as the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) and the 
Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB).

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Business

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Our graduates have been successful 
in gaining a range of positions with 
organisations including Cathay 
Pacific, Emirates, Virgin Australia, 
Jetstar, and Qantas, as well as 
Airservices Australia and CASA. 

Computer science
Bachelor of Computer Science Mar, Jul 3F G, O  240 6.5 S N/A 1534 090585B

Bachelor of Advanced Computer Science (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G, O  320 6.5 S N/A 1657 107420B

What you will study
In this degree, you’ll combine the fundamental principles 
underpinning computer science with the practical 
development of technology skills. 

You’ll be equipped to work across platforms to solve 
complex problems with intelligent systems and software.

You’ll study intelligent systems, software development, 
data mining and data analytics, and gain skills in 
communication, leadership, innovative thinking and 
ethical practice. You’ll also have the opportunity to 
develop entrepreneurial thinking through Griffith’s 
business accelerator space, giving you the skills to  
create your own start-up.

Majors 
Students of this degree may choose to specialise in one 
or both of the below majors:

• Data Science and Artificial Intelligence
• Software Development

Alternatively, you can gain specialist knowledge across 
multiple areas by choosing the ‘no major’ option.

Career opportunities 
As a graduate, you’ll be prepared for jobs such as a 
software developer, computer programmer, software 
engineer, web and mobile applications developer, data 
scientist, systems analyst, games developer, software 
systems architect, cyber security engineer and computer 
science researcher. 

Double degree option(s)
Combine Computer Science with: Engineering (Honours).

Recognition/accreditation
The program has been designed to meet Australian 
Computer Society (ACS) professional accreditation 
standard. Graduates of an accredited program are 
recognized by equivalent professional bodies overseas. 
Graduates will be eligible to apply to join the ACS, 
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),  
and receive reciprocal privileges. 

Griffith’s computer science program 
is Queensland’s premier degree for 
individuals focused on careers in the 
dynamic software development, software 
engineering and data analytics sector. 

Engineering

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)
Mar, Jul 4F N  320 6.5 H1  1542 090583D

Mar, Jul 4F G  320 6.5 H1  1546 090583D

What you will study
When you choose this degree, you’ll be engineering 
from day one. In your first year, you’ll develop a strong 
foundation in basic science and engineering principles.

In your second year, you’ll choose your preferred major 
so you can focus on the area you feel passionate about. 
Entering your final year, you’ll put your skills to work  
on a project with one of our industry partners here  
or overseas, as part of our trimester-long Industry 
Affiliates Program.

Majors 
Civil Engineering (G,N); Electronic Engineering (N); 
Electronic and Energy Engineering (N); Electronic 
and UAV Engineering (N); Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering (G); Environmental Engineering (N); 
Mechatronics (N); Mechanical Engineering (G,N).

Career opportunities 
You may find employment in private and government 
organisations across sectors including renewable energy, 
manufacturing, aerospace, mining, telecommunications, 
transport, defence, entertainment, information 
technology, utilities, the automotive industry,  
waste management and more. 

Double degree option(s)
Combine Engineering (Honours) with: Aviation; 
Business; Computer Science; Data Science; Environmental 
Science; Industrial Design; Information Technology; Science.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Engineering

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Recognition/accreditation
In Australia, professional accreditation of entry to practice 
engineering programs is the responsibility of Engineers 
Australia and is normally carried out on a five-yearly cycle. 
Griffith University underwent this review in  
September 2020. 

Accreditation ensures academic institutions consistently 
meet national and international benchmarks and 
engineering graduates of an accredited program are 
assured membership with Engineers Australia at the 
relevant career grade and enjoy reciprocal privileges by 
equivalent professional bodies overseas. 

Countries such as the USA, United Kingdom, Hong Kong 
(SAR), New Zealand, Canada, South Africa and others that 
are co-signatories to international agreements on joint 
recognition offer international recognition. 

The Washington Accord, the Sydney Accord and the 
Dublin Accord recognise the substantial equivalence of 
accreditation systems and accredited programs across 
international boundaries at the Professional Engineer, 
Engineering Technologist and Engineering Associate levels 
respectively. Please refer to the International Engineering 
Alliance (IEA) website for more details. 

Please see the Engineers Australia website for the most 
recent list of accredited programs.

Participate in a full trimester placement 
in industry in your final year, working 
on a real engineering project.

Bachelor of Software Engineering (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G, N  320 6.5 S N/A 1656 106761M

Industrial design
Bachelor of Industrial Design Mar, Jul 3F G N/A 240 6.5 S  1407 081670B

Double degree option(s): Engineering (Honours).
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Aviation
Graduate Certificate in Aviation Management Mar, Jul 0.5F, 1P* N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3112 069966J

* Part-time study available online only. 

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

Master of Aviation Management Mar, Jul 1–1.5F N, O N/A 120 6.5 A N/A 5647 076266A

What you will study
You will gain the knowledge, skills and vision needed to 
accept and master the challenge of changing management 
practices in the aviation industry.

Entry requirements 
Related bachelor degree (5.0 GPA) or higher and relevant 
work experience.

Career opportunities 
You will have knowledge and experience to further 
your career in the airline industry and offer potential 
employers a competitive advantage over other 
organisations in the region. On graduation you will 
also be eligible to pursue doctoral studies or conduct 
independent research into the aviation sector. 

You will be equipped with the skills 
needed for lifelong learning in the 
evolving aviation environment. 

Graduate Diploma of Flight Management Mar 1.5F E N/A 90 6.5 O N/A 4188 099490C

Entry requirements: Visit griffith.edu.au/international-study for details on entry requirements.

Information technology
Bachelor of Information Technology Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G, N, O  240 6.5 S  1538 003423G

What you will study
With this degree, you’ll achieve a high level of core IT 
technical knowledge and a major specialisation, ensuring 
you’re prepared for a career across a vast number 
of roles and industries. You’ll learn in purpose-built, 
industry-leading facilities crafted to reflect genuine 
workplaces. From our Big Data Visualisation Lab to 
our virtual reality, augmented reality, gamification and 
robotics labs, you will have ample opportunity to enhance 
your learning through cutting-edge technology such as 
our new Cyber Range.

Majors
Information Systems; Networks and Security;  
Software Development.

Career opportunities 
Depending on your major, you may find a job as a 
systems analyst, business analyst, software developer, 
database administrator, systems administrator, network 
and security administrator, network architect, technical 
writer, web developer, app developer, game developer, 
computer engineer, educator or researcher.

You’ll be prepared for a career in commerce, industry, 
corporate IT, government or private consulting. 

Double degree option(s)
Combine Information Technology with: Business; 
Aviation; Commerce; Criminology and Criminal Justice; 
Engineering (Honours); Science.

Recognition/accreditation
Graduates are eligible to apply to join the Australian 
Computer Society as full members. 

Griffith University has accreditation from the 
International Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA) 
and graduating Bachelor of Information Technology 
students with the Information Systems major will have 
commenced their preparation for industry certification 
from the IIBA. 

Bachelor of Information Technology students  
graduating with the Networks and Security major will  
be ready to undertake industry network certification. 

Accreditation: A renewal of professional accreditation 
for 2023 onward is currently in progress with the 
Australian Computer Society.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Information Technology

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

Gain the knowledge and skills needed to 
be a successful IT graduate and have the 
opportunity to specialise in information 
systems, networks and security or 
software development. 

Bachelor of Intelligent Digital Technologies Mar, Jul 3F G, N N/A 240 6.5 S N/A 1596 096706E

What you will study
In this degree, you’ll learn the fundamentals of 
information and communication technology (ICT) 
alongside problem-solving and high-level programming 
skills for applications in cutting-edge fields such as 
the Internet of Things (IoT), robotics, app and web 
development, big data analysis, and virtual reality (VR) 
and augmented reality (AR) applications. You’ll learn how 
to harness data and use it for a range of applications, 
from robots to app development. In your first year,  
you will learn about trends in emerging technologies, 
coding and human–computer interaction.

Majors
Students may choose to gain specialist skills by 
undertaking one or both of the majors: 

• Internet of Things and Robotics

• Programming for Visualisation and Entertainment

If you choose a single major, you will have the flexibility 
to undertake electives of your choice. In your final year of 
studies, you will bring together your skills and knowledge 
in a work placement.

Career opportunities 
You’ll be prepared for a career at the forefront of 
technology, as a web or mobile application developer 
for various cutting-edge technologies including virtual 
reality and augmented reality, 3D visualisations, IoTs, 
robotics, unmanned aerial vehicles, artificial intelligence 
and big data.

Recognition/accreditation
Professional accreditation for the Bachelor of Intelligent 
Digital Technologies for 2023 onward is currently in 
progress with the Australian Computer Society (ACS).
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Data science 
Data science can be taken as part of a double degree with Engineering, Science, Business, and 
Environmental Science, which will allow you to develop a specialised skill set that can be applied  
to your chosen major of study, and broaden your career options.
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Engineering
Graduate Certificate in Renewable Energy Engineering Mar, Jul 1P* N, O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3386

* 1 year part-time only. 

Master of Civil Engineering Mar, Jul 1–1.5F G N/A 120 6.5 R  5642 083658D

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in civil engineering or higher.

Master of Civil Engineering Advanced Mar, Jul 1.5–2F G N/A 160 6.5 R N/A 5692 088911M

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in civil engineering or higher.

Master of Civil Engineering/ 
Master of Engineering Project Management Mar, Jul 2F G N/A 160 6.5 R  5682 086345G

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in civil engineering or higher.

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering Mar, Jul 1–1.5F N N/A 120 6.5 R  5649 083656F

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in electronic engineering or higher.

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering/ 
Master of Electronic and Energy Engineering Mar, Jul 2F N N/A 160 6.5 R N/A 5646 084180G

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in electronic engineering or higher.

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering/ 
Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering Mar, Jul 2F N N/A 160 6.5 R  5644 084028D

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in electronic engineering or higher.

Master of Electronic and Energy Engineering Mar, Jul 1–1.5F N N/A 120 6.5 R  5645 083657E

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in electronic engineering or higher.

Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering Mar 1–2F N N/A 160 6.5 R  5643 084027E

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher.

Master of Engineering Project Management Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F G N/A 120 6.5 R  5660 083654G

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in engineering.

Master of Engineering Project Management Advanced Mar, Jul, Nov 1.5–2F G N/A 160 6.5 R  5693 088912K

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in engineering or higher.

Master of Environmental Engineering Mar, Jul 1–1.5F N, O N/A 120 6.5 R  5593 083738D

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in engineering or higher OR related bachelor degree or higher and relevant work experience.

Master of Environmental Engineering and Pollution Control Mar, Jul 1.5–2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 R  5648 083659C

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in engineering or higher OR related bachelor degree or higher and relevant work experience.

Master of Professional Engineering Mar, Jul 2F G, N N/A 160 6.5 R  5728 097689D

Major(s): Civil Engineering (G); Electronic Engineering (N); Environmental Engineering (N); Mechanical Engineering (G). 

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in engineering (5.0 GPA) or higher.

What you will study
These degrees provide advanced study across a range 
of specialisations in engineering. They are designed to 
extend and deepen your knowledge and skills gained 
from a related undergraduate degree. 

Civil: Ideal for professional civil engineers who aspire to 
develop their design skills and advance their capabilities 
to analyse and solve structural problems and manage 
projects across a wide range of real-world civil 
engineering applications.

Electronic and Computer: You will develop advanced 
knowledge in electronics allowing you to work in  
the many different disciplines of electronics, focusing  
on the area of electronic computing and the prolific  
use of microprocessors and computing hardware in 
modern devices. 

Electronic and Energy: You will develop advanced 
technical expertise in diverse areas of electronic and 
energy engineering, allowing you to work in the many 
different disciplines of electronics. You will also further 
your understanding of the use of both classical and the 
latest electronic technology to allow the generation, 
distribution, efficient use and storage of energy. 

Electronic and Sport: Electronic and sport engineers 
work in the exciting cutting-edge area of high 
technology in sport. In this degree, you will gain the 
advanced core knowledge needed in the electronics area, 
specialising in sport technology. 

Engineering Project Management: This program 
teaches engineering and project management to future 
engineering leaders, equipping them with the skills they 
need to compete globally. 

The program provides engineering graduates with the 
art and science of managing engineering projects. The 
program is ideal for professional graduate engineers who 
aspire to develop their managerial skills and advance their 
capabilities to initiate, plan, resource and execute real-
world engineering projects.

Environmental: You will gain an in-depth understanding 
of environmental engineering problems and issues, and 
have the opportunity to specialise in high-demand areas 
such as solid and hazardous waste management, water 
treatment, wastewater treatment, air quality monitoring 
and control, and renewable energy.

Professional: The Master of Professional Engineering is 
for aspiring engineers who want to obtain a professional 
qualification to practice as an engineer in Australia 
and overseas, or for existing professional engineers to 
move into a different field of engineering. The program 
focuses on the knowledge and skills required to design 
solutions and manage engineering projects in a holistic 
way. The Master of Professional Engineering (5728) is 
provisionally accredited by Engineers Australia. 

Career opportunities 
Master of Civil Engineering and Master of Civil 
Engineering Advanced: The building, construction, 
infrastructure, and mining industries; projects for public 
and private sector clients; analysis and design services  
to engineering projects.

Master of Electronic and Computer Engineering:  
Large companies involved in electronic based 
infrastructure and smaller companies undertaking  
design and/or manufacture. 

Master of Electronic and Energy Engineering: Energy 
industries in both technical and management, energy 
discipline consultation, energy efficiency, storage 
products and renewable energy production equipment. 

Master of Electronic and Sport Engineering:  
Senior roles in electronic engineering, sport engineering, 
elite sport groups or in research bodies. 

Master of Engineering Project Management and 
Master of Engineering Project Management 
Advanced: Consulting; private or public sector 
organisations; built environment; civil infrastructure; 
oil and gas; mining; energy; and facility and asset 
management services. 

You may find a job as a project engineer, project manager, 
contracting manager or team leader. 

Master of Environmental Engineering and Master of 
Environmental Engineering and Pollution Control: 
Environmental engineering, infrastructure, consulting. 

Master of Professional Engineering: Designed for 
those wanting to change careers to become an engineer, 
obtain accredited qualifications to practise as an engineer 
in Australia and overseas, or move into a different field 
of engineering.

Pathway option
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.
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Information technology
Graduate Certificate in Business Cyber Security Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 S N/A 3351

Graduate Certificate in Cyber Security Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3350

Graduate Certificate in Cyber Crime Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3352

Graduate Certificate in Data Science Mar, Jul 1P* G, N, O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3355

* 1 year part-time only.

Master of Cyber Security Mar, Jul 2F G, N, O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5726

What you will study
As technology continues to evolve, the need for 
organisations to protect and secure digital information is 
becoming more critical. As a graduate of the Master of 
Cyber Security, you will possess the skills to generate and 
implement innovative cyber security solutions for business, 
government and individuals.

In this degree, you’ll develop the expertise to investigate 
and identify current and future cyber security threats, 
conduct risk and vulnerability assessments of networked 
devices and infrastructure, and generate and implement 
innovative cyber security solutions.

Recognition/accreditation
Professional accreditation for the Master of Cyber Security 
for 2023 onward is currently in progress with the Australian 
Computer Society (ACS).

Entry requirements
Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.

Also available
Master of Financial Technology: For more information 
refer to page 34.

Master of Information Systems and  
Information Technology Management Mar, Jul 1.5–2F N N/A 160 6.5 A  5658 084294G

About this program
In this degree, you will gain a combination of technical 
and managerial knowledge and skills, which will provide 
you with a holistic approach to effectively manage 
information technology in organisations. You will also 
develop a solid grounding in the principles and practice 
of information technology and an in-depth knowledge 
of information and communication technologies and 
information systems. With this knowledge, you will be 
able to confidently manage the functional responsibility 
for choosing, implementing and maintaining information 
systems and technology within, and across, organisations.

Career opportunities
You will graduate with industry-recognised skills 
as well as technical, analytical, and research skills in 
information systems and information technology. 
You will be prepared to pursue a wide range of senior 
employment opportunities relating to the development 
and management of information technology in any 
organisation. These positions may include systems 
analyst/developer, web/eCommerce developer, database 
designer and administrator and information resource 
manager. It can also lead to higher-level positions involved 
in formulating strategic plans and developing policy. 

Graduates are not limited to working in the IT industry 
but may work in all industries where the management of 
IT and implementation of information systems is essential 
for efficient and effective operations.

Entry requirements: 
Any bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher.

Master of Information Technology Mar, Jul, Nov 1.5–2F G, N, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5612 083391D

What you will study
In this degree, you will gain a comprehensive education 
in the principles and practice of information technology. 
Through your chosen major, you will develop an in-
depth understanding of the underlying technology, 
administration and application of specific applications  
of information technology and systems.

You will learn about information technology planning 
and management, and about Internet-based services 
used in commerce, education, health, science, public 
administration, and many other sectors. You will also 
learn how to apply information technology to model, 
support, and manage modern, flexible organisations.

Majors 
Data Analytics, Information Systems and Enterprise 
Architecture, Networking and Security, Software 
Development and Support.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher. 

Career opportunities 
Enterprise Architecture: Business architects; 
information architects; enterprise infrastructure and 
security architects; or enterprise solutions architects. 

Information Systems and Business Analysis: Project 
managers; program managers; business analysts; 
change managers; data analysts; quality managers; 
or program directors. You may find opportunities in 
large multinational organisations, such as in the mining 
industry, as well as in government.

IT Services: You will be prepared for work as a technical 
support officer, ICT consultant, and support engineer and 
system analyst in industries and government agencies.

Networking and Security: Development operations 
specialists; network security engineers; security  
network consultants; security managers; or security 
applications specialists. 

Software Development: Developers; test engineers; 
web developers; or researchers in government 
research centres. 

Recognition/accreditation
A renewal of professional accreditation for 2023  
onward is currently in progress with the Australian 
Computer Society.

Pathway option
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Our IT degrees are based on a strong 
theoretical foundation with practical 
experiences to make you industry-ready.
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Engineering
Graduate Diploma of Research Studies in Engineering Feb, Jul 1F G, N 80 6.5 R 4176 085199K

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher (5.0 GPA).
Pathway: to the Doctor of Philosophy or Master of Philosophy.

Information technology
Graduate Diploma of Research Studies in Information Technology Feb, Jul 1F G, N 80 6.5 R 4174 085200M

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher.
Pathway: to the Doctor of Philosophy or Master of Philosophy.

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 1–2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Humanities, languages and social science

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/humanities

Access to internships and 
practical experiences
Enhance your skills and potential,  
and develop the confidence to lead.

Ranked in the  
top 200 worldwide
for Sociology in the 2021 ShanghaiRanking 
Global Ranking of Academic Subjects.

Our degrees are informed  
by industry and government 
Be confident you will graduate  
with the skills employers want.
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Arts and social sciences
Bachelor of Arts Mar, Jul,  Nov 3F G, N  240 6.5 S  1021 000609M

Majors: Students of this degree can choose to specialise in one of the following areas: Creative Writing; Criminal Justice; Drama; History; Indigenous Studies; Islam–West Relations; 
Journalism; Language, Culture and Society; Languages (Chinese, French*, German*, Indonesian*, Italian, Japanese, Korean*, Modern Greek^ and Spanish); Literary Studies; Popular Culture; 
Psychology; Security and International Studies; Social Justice; Sociology; Strategic Communication.

Minors: Art History and Theory; Digital Media Production; Environmental Humanities; Gender Studies; Medical Humanities; Politics and International Studies; Russian Language*;  
Screen Studies; Security Studies; Translating and Interpreting for Chinese Speakers.

Double degree option(s): Combine Arts with: Business; Laws; Science.
*  Available via cross-institutional study at The University of Queensland.
^  Available online via cross-institutional study with Flinders University, South Australia.

Bachelor of Social Science Mar 3F G, N N/A 240 6.5 S N/A 1576 094392A

Major(s): Economics; Environmental Sustainability; Global Security Threats; Media, Communication and Social Change; Politics in Asia; Social Justice.

Communication and journalism
Bachelor of Communication and Journalism Mar 3F G, N N/A 240 6.5 S  1597 096707D

What you will study
In Griffith’s Bachelor of Communication and Journalism, 
you’ll be equipped with a comprehensive suite of 
communication skills, ready for varied opportunities in new 
media. You’ll graduate as a specialist who understands the 
diversity of the contemporary communication landscape 
and has the holistic skill set to thrive within it. You’ll 
develop advanced skills in digital media, public relations and 
journalism, allowing you to take advantage of the full array 
of contemporary communication career opportunities. 

Industry experience and connections 
Throughout your studies, you’ll work alongside and learn 
from some of the best communication professionals 
in the country. You’ll apply your skills through a major 
industry project and have access to internships aligned 
with your interests. By the time you graduate, you’ll 
be set to start your career with established networks 
and a professional portfolio of work, and be ready to 
lead innovation and facilitate change in the thriving 
communication and media industry.  

Career opportunities
As a graduate of this degree, you’ll be prepared 
to work within strategic or public communication, 
corporate promotions, commercial communication, 
journalism, freelance writing, creative industries, public 
relations and communications firms, government 
and non-government organisations, not-for-profit 
and aid organisations, media and the film industry, 
entrepreneurial and start-up organisations.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Communication and Journalism with:  
Business; Government and International Relations; Science.

Languages and linguistics
Bachelor of Languages and Linguistics Mar, Jul 3F G, N N/A 240 6.5 S N/A 1116 019661G

You can specialise in one or more of the following languages: Chinese; French*; German*; Indonesian*; Italian; Japanese; Korean*; Modern Greek^; Spanish.

* Available via cross-institutional study at The University of Queensland.
^ Available online via cross-institutional study with Flinders University, South Australia.

Diploma of Languages* Mar, Jul, Nov 2P† G, N N/A 80 6.5 S N/A 8025

Major(s): Chinese Language; Italian Language; Japanese Language; Spanish Language.

*  International students are only able to undertake the Diploma of Languages in conjunction with a CRICOS registered degree program providing they maintain full-time enrolment in their primary degree 
of study and continue to progress academically.

†  Part-time only.
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‘I originally graduated from teaching in Brazil and worked for two 
years as a preschool and primary teacher before moving to Australia 
and enrolling in the Master of Teaching of English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL). After being at Griffith I felt secure in 
my ability to teach, and being able to put what I learnt into practice. 
I am passionate about teaching, exchanging experiences with my 
students and helping them to achieve their goals. I couldn’t see 
myself doing anything else. I am extremely grateful to be able to 
teach in a place like Australia where I can meet people from all over 
the world and get to know their culture.’   

Flavia (Brazil)
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Communication
Graduate Certificate in Creative and Professional Writing Mar, Jul 1P* G, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3302

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.
* Part-time only.

Graduate Certificate in Strategic Communication and Media Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3341

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.
* Part-time only.

Safety leadership
Graduate Certificate in Safety Leadership Mar, Jul 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3298

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.
* Part-time only.

Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages
Graduate Certificate in Teaching of English to Speakers  
of Other Languages Mar*, Jul*, Nov^ 0.5F N, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3016 006684G

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher.
* Trimester 1 and 2 (March and July entry) Online or Nathan campus, part-time only. 
^ Trimester 3 (November entry) Nathan campus only, full-time only.

Master of Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages Mar, Jul, Nov* 1–2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5727 097291D

* Trimester 3 (November entry) not available to students entering with advanced standing. 

What you will study
The Master of Teaching English to Speakers of Other 
Languages (TESOL) provides academic and pedagogical 
foundations for professionals who are or will be involved 
in work that focuses on the learning and teaching of 
English as a second or foreign language. The degree 
provides a qualification in the teaching of English in a 
variety of contexts with a strong focus on teaching  
in the Asia-Pacific region.

The program content is internationalised and 
intercultural, focusing on the development of a 
knowledge base and analytical skills that will enable 
graduates to operate in a range of roles involving the 
need to understand how second and foreign languages 
are learned. Much of the content of the program is also 
relevant to teachers of languages other than English. 
The course includes a research component requiring 
the knowledge and application of research principles 
and practices relating to professional work or learning 
in TESOL.

Please note that this program does not lead to teacher 
registration with the Queensland College of Teachers.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree or higher OR a combination of 
alternative admission criteria such as formal, informal  
and non-formal learning deemed to be equivalent  
to a bachelor degree or higher. 

Career opportunities 
Graduates may find employment opportunities locally 
or overseas, teaching English as a second or foreign 
language, or working in leadership positions in language 
teaching institutions. You may find opportunities at  
TAFE or technical colleges, university language centres, 
private language schools and language teaching 
institutions for migrants.
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Arts
Master of Arts Research Mar, Jul 1F G, N 80 6.5 R 5633 083100J

Entry requirements: Related postgraduate qualification (5.0 GPA) OR a related bachelor degree with at least Second Class Honours (Division B).

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Mar, Apr, Jul, Nov* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Mar, Apr, Jul, Nov* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—March, April, July and November.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Medicine, dentistry and health

#1 in Australia
Nursing and Midwifery

#2 in Australia
Dentistry and Oral Sciences

Global top 200
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences

Psychology

2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects

Global top 100
Sports Sciences

Global top 200
Medical and Health Sciences

2021 University Ranking by Academic Performance (URAP)

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/health

Griffith Health Clinics
Under supervision, students practise clinical  
skills with real patients. The Griffith Health 
Clinics provide more than 50,000 patient 
appointments on campus each year.

$150 million  
Griffith Health Centre
Part of the Gold Coast Health and Knowledge 
Precinct with extraordinary clinical and 
teaching facilities in medicine, dentistry,  
allied health and more.

Graduate in demand
In many areas of healthcare, Griffith graduates  
are selected as graduates of choice by employers.  
Our broad health expertise gives you the opportunity 
to interact with all aspects of the healthcare 
profession, equipping you to launch your career  
in Australia's largest and fastest-growing industry. 
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Biomedical science

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Mar, Jul 3F N  240 6.5 H2  1031 002535G

Mar, Jul 3F G  240 6.5 H2  1094 002535G

What you will study
In this future-focused degree, you’ll gain an 
understanding of health and the methods for 
researching, diagnosing and treating disease.  
You’ll develop knowledge and skills in biological and 
clinical sciences, and understand how they can be  
applied to medicine, biomedical research and other 
healthcare professions. In your first year, you’ll be 
introduced to the basic sciences underpinning biomedical 
science. In your second and third years, you’ll explore 
more advanced aspects of the biomedical and clinical 
sciences, including genetics, biochemistry, cell biology, 
anatomy, physiology, immunology, microbiology, 
infectious disease, pharmacology and neuroscience.

Further studies
As a graduate, you’ll be well placed to apply for our 
graduate-entry medical degree, the Doctor of Medicine. 
Alternatively, you may progress directly into the 
Graduate Diploma of Clinical Physiology or a range of 
masters degrees in other health professions, including 
pharmacy, speech pathology, rehabilitation counselling, 
and public health. You may also choose to continue with 
postgraduate research.

Career opportunities 
You’ll be prepared for work as a biomedical scientist, 
healthcare technician and biomedical sales representative 
in hospitals, health departments, medical research 
institutes, university and government research 
organisations, and in the pharmaceutical, diagnostic, 
biotechnology and other health-related industries.

Recognition
The following organisations recognise graduates of  
this award: 

 · Australia and New Zealand Society for Cell and 
Development Biology (ANZSCDB) 

 · Australian Society for Biochemistry and Molecular 
Biology (ASBMB) 

 · Australasian Society for Human Biology (ASHB) 
 · Australian Society for Medical Research (ASMR) 
 · Australian Society for Microbiology (ASM) 

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Health Sciences
 · Diploma of Science

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

Learn through hands-on,  
laboratory-based training in  
biomedical science. 
 

Dentistry
Bachelor of Dental Health Science Mar 3F G  240 7.0 H6 N/A 1577 094385M

What you will study
This degree is the first step towards a career in dentistry. 
You will learn from extensive hands-on training from the 
first year of your studies.

You will study and work alongside registered dentists  
and dental specialists in real life settings including in  
regional areas and in our modern dental clinic and  
specialised laboratories in the state of the art Griffith 
Health Centre. You will enhance your skills through 
professional practice placements.

Career opportunities
As a graduate of this degree and our Master of Dentistry, 
you’ll be qualified to work as a registered dentist, with 
opportunities to be found in private practice, hospitals, 
community dental clinics and the armed services.  

Further study and research can lead to a career in 
academic teaching or specialty practice. 

Recognition/accreditation
Completion of this degree and Griffith University’s 
two-year Master of Dentistry enables you to apply 
for registration with the Australian Health Practitioner 
Regulation Agency (and equivalent New Zealand 
authorities) as a dentist subject to meeting any additional 
requirements that may be stipulated by the Dental Board 
of Australia. As these requirements may change from 
time to time, students should contact the Australian 
Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) to 
confirm registration requirements. 

Applicants are advised that the Australian Health 
Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) requires 
dentists to demonstrate English language skills that are 
suitable for registration. Further information is available 
on the AHPRA website. 

Accreditation: The Bachelor of Dental Health Science 
(when articulated with the Master of Dentistry) is 
accredited by the Australian Dental Council (ADC).

Gain extensive clinical work in the 
Griffith Dental Clinic as well as  
in rural and remote communities, 
Indigenous services, and aged  
care facilities. 

Bachelor of Dental Hygiene Mar 3F G N/A 240 7.0 H3 N/A 1613 0100243

Bachelor of Dental Prosthetics Mar 1F* G N/A 240 7.0 R N/A 1638 102310D

Entry requirements: Bachelor of Dental Technology degree (or equivalent) from Griffith University or a partner University, completed within the past ten years with a minimum 
GPA score of 4.0 (on Griffith University 7 point scale).

Bachelor of Dental Technology Mar 3F G  240 6.5 H3 N/A 1574 094387J

Double degree option(s): Dental Prosthetics.

Pathways to further study: graduates of the Bachelor of Dental Technology may be eligible to apply for the Bachelor of Dental Prosthetics, graduate entry only program.

Bachelor of Dental Technology/Dental Prosthetics Mar 4F G N/A 320 7.0 H3 N/A 1580 094388G

Exercise and sport
Bachelor of Clinical Exercise Physiology Mar 4F G N/A 320 7.0 H1 N/A 1604 097688E

Bachelor of Exercise Science Mar, Jul 3F G  240 6.5 S  1171 017687B

What you will study
You’ll gain skills and knowledge in the physical, biomedical 
and psychological sciences needed to become an 
exercise scientist. You will learn the role of exercise in 
health maintenance and rehabilitation. As an exercise 
scientist, you’ll apply the science of exercise to develop 
interventions that improve health, fitness, wellbeing and 
performance, at individual, community and population 
levels. These interventions include education and the 
promotion and implementation of appropriate physical 
activity or exercise.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Exercise Science with: Business;  
Psychological Science.

Career opportunities
You’ll be prepared to work in roles including community 
or organisational exercise scientist, clinical scientist 
specialising in cardiac, respiratory and sleep medicine, 
rehabilitation, sports or recreation manager, strength  
and conditioning coach, and occupational health and 
safety officer.  

Professional placements
As part of your degree, you will have the option to 
undertake professional placement, which will see  
you put your skills and knowledge into practice. 

Recognition/accreditation
The Bachelor of Exercise Science is accredited by 
Exercise and Sports Science Australia (ESSA). As a 
graduate, you’ll be eligible to apply for registration as an 
Accredited Exercise Scientist with Exercise and Sports 
Science Australia.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Health Sciences

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

You have the option of a professional 
practice placement course to put your 
knowledge and skills into practice. 
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Exercise and sport
Bachelor of Sport Development Mar 3F G  240 6.5 S  1493 086147C

Double degree option(s): Business.

Health science
Bachelor of Health Science Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G  240 6.5 S  1093 017585G

Bachelor of Health Science (Honours) Mar, Jul 1F G  80 6.5 H2  2101 081371B

Major(s): Communication and Media; Environmental Health; Environmental Toxicology; Information Technology. 

Bachelor of Child, Youth and Family Practice Mar, Jul 3F L, E  240 6.5 S N/A 1637 0101980

Human services
Bachelor of Human Services Mar, Jul 3F G, L, E  240 6.5 S  1394 026703K

Double degree option(s): Combine Human Services with: Criminology and Criminal Justice.

Medical laboratory science
Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science Mar, Jul 4F G  320 6.5 H1  1370 075028A

Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science (Honours) Mar, Jul 1F G  80 7.0 H2  2116 087620G

What you will study
Medical scientists perform diagnostic tests of blood, 
tissues and other bodily fluids to help doctors diagnose 
diseases such as glandular fever, diabetes, swine flu and 
even cancer. Medical scientists can also recommend 
treatment options and help manage clinical trials.

In this degree, you will develop the knowledge and skills to 
work as a medical scientist. In your first year, you will take 
courses in chemistry, cell biology, anatomy and physiology. 
You will learn about the body’s structure, how it functions 
under normal circumstances and general health challenges.

From your second year, you will start to focus on 
specialist courses in medical laboratory science and learn 
how the body functions under diseased conditions.

Career opportunities 
Graduates will be prepared to work in hospital 
laboratories, private pathology laboratories, state  
health laboratories and universities. Scientists also  
work in fertility clinics, forensic medicine, defence  
forces, Australian Red Cross, and research and 
development departments of scientific companies. 

Clinical placement
In your fourth year, you will gain more in-depth 
knowledge of medical laboratory science and undertake 
full-time clinical placements in each of the areas of 
medical science.

Recognition/accreditation
You’ll be eligible to join the Australian Institute of  
Medical Scientists (AIMS).

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Health Sciences

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

Medicine
Bachelor of Medical Science Mar 2F* G, N  240 7.0 H6 N/A 1280 058449K

What you will study
This degree, designed for high-achieving secondary school 
leavers, provides the opportunity for you to progress 
directly into our Doctor of Medicine (subject to a minimum 
GPA of 5.0). In your first year, you’ll be introduced to the 
basic sciences underpinning medicine and medical science—
chemistry, anatomy, physiology, biochemistry, microbiology, 
molecular genetics, psychology, genes and disease, and 
legal and ethical principles of healthcare. In second year, 
you’ll study these areas in greater depth and take medically 
focused courses in immunology, infectious disease, 
pharmacology, metabolism and structural biochemistry and 
epidemiology. You’ll also learn to integrate and apply the 
knowledge learned in your first and second year by studying 
our Integrative Medical Sciences course. 

You’ll understand the concepts of foundational sciences 
that underpin disease and develop skills of problem-
solving and clinical reasoning.

Entry requirements  
Admission to the Bachelor of Medical Science will be 
determined by the following criteria: 

 ·  academic achievement for Year 12 applicants in the year 
before entry OR

 · academic achievement for applicants who have 
completed their senior secondary studies up to three 
years prior to application and who have not previously 
attempted tertiary study at Diploma level or higher 

 · all prerequisite subjects (or their equivalent) must be met. 

Career opportunities 
If you progress to the Doctor of Medicine, you’ll be 
preparing for a career in specialist clinical practice, 
primary care medicine, preventive health, medical or 
translational research and healthcare services. 

Honours 
Honours is available as an additional year of study for 
high-achieving students. To be eligible, you must achieve 
a GPA of at least 5.0 for the second and third year level 
courses of your bachelor degree and secure a supervisor. 

Nursing and midwifery
Bachelor of Midwifery Feb 3F L*  240 7.0 S N/A 1354 103304E

*  This degree uses a blended learning approach including face-to-face workshops, simulated practice, active online learning and extensive compulsory midwifery practice. All on-campus teaching sessions are 
offered on Logan campus, with some midwifery laboratory sessions also available at the Gold Coast and Toowoomba. 

Note: Applicants are not permitted to defer an offer. Should you be unable to accept an offer, you must re-apply for entry in the following year.

Bachelor of Nursing Mar, Jul* 3F G, N, L  240 7.0 S  1162 002436M

What you will study
Nursing is the science of professional caring, and offers 
opportunities to promote and restore health, prevent 
illness and alleviate suffering. You’ll develop the key 
knowledge and skills required to provide excellent 
nursing care. You’ll develop your skills through clinical 
placements across the health sector and you may have 
the opportunity to undertake rural, remote and overseas 
placements. You’ll learn from leading experts, with 
Griffith ranked No. 1 in Australia and No. 2 in the world 
for Nursing and Midwifery in the 2021 ShanghaiRanking 
Global Ranking of Academic Subjects. 

Recognition/accreditation
Graduates of this program will be eligible to apply for 
registration with the Nursing and Midwifery Board 
of Australia via the Australian Health Practitioners 
Regulation Agency (AHPRA) subject to meeting any 
additional requirements that may be stipulated by  
the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia.  
As these requirements may change from time to  
time, students should contact AHPRA to confirm  
registration requirements. 

Career opportunities
As a nursing graduate, you’ll be prepared to help fill the 
demand for nurses, with career opportunities in hospitals, 
the community, and in urban, rural and remote settings. 
You’ll be equipped for a career in professional nursing in 
any healthcare setting. 

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

*  The T2 intake for all nursing programs is only available to applicants with a Diploma of Health Care (from Griffith College) OR a Diploma of Nursing from an accredited Australian education provider  
and registration as an Enrolled Nurse with the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) OR to international qualified nurses.
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Nutrition and dietetics
Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics Mar, Jul 4F G  320 7.0 H2  1355 067746D

Graduates are: eligible to become members of Dietitians Australia and can apply to join the Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD) program. 

Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G  320 7.0 H2  1436 084289E

Entry requirements: Admission into Honours is via completion of Year 1, 2 and Year 3/Tri 1 of Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics with 5.0 GPA. 
Graduates are: eligible to become members of Dietitians Australia and can apply to join the Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD) program. 

Occupational therapy
Bachelor of Occupational Therapy (Honours) Mar 4F G, N  320 7.0 H4  1662 084288F

Graduates are: eligible to apply for registration as an occupational therapist with the Occupational Therapy Board of Australia (subject to meeting any additional requirements).

Paramedicine
Bachelor of Paramedicine Mar 3F G  240 7.0 H5  1533 094591E

Graduates are: eligible to apply for registration as a paramedic with the Paramedicine Board of Australia via the Australian Health Practitioners Regulation Agency (AHPRA)  
subject to meeting any additional requirements. Graduates will also be eligible to become a member of the Australasian College of Paramedicine.

Pharmacy
Bachelor of Pharmacy Mar, Jul 4F G  320 7.0 H1  1395 077649M

What you will study
This degree will put you on the path to a career in 
the pharmacy, pharmaceutical, biotechnology or 
nutraceutical industries. You’ll learn through practical 
experience in state-of-the-art facilities, including 
immersive virtual learning environments with 
formulation, pharmacology and analytical laboratories. 
This degree enables you to integrate the science of 
pharmacy with clinical practice. 

Practical placements
You’ll expand your knowledge and skills during 
professional practice placements in both hospital 
and community pharmacy settings. 

Professional recognition
Upon completion, graduates will be eligible to apply  
for registration as an Intern Pharmacist with the 
Pharmacy Board of Australia via the Australian Health 
Practitioners Regulation Agency (Ahpra), subject to 
meeting any additional board requirements. 

Career opportunities
Griffith pharmacy graduates are held in very high regard, 
with a reputation for being work-ready, with practical 
skills. You’ll be prepared for a career in community and 
hospital pharmacy and medication management. You’ll 
also be able to apply for careers in the pharmaceutical, 
biotechnology, nutraceutical and related industries in 
areas including management, sales, marketing, business 
development, and local and national government 
agencies related to medicine use and regulation.

Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G N/A 320 7.0 H1  1614 0100240

Entry requirements: Must complete year 1 and 2 of Bachelor of Pharmacy with 5.0 GPA and 5.0 in 2013AHS.  

Bachelor of Pharmacology and Toxicology Mar, Jul 3F G  240 6.5 S  1528 087743G

Major(s): Pharmaceutical Industry; Pre-Clinical.

Physiotherapy
Bachelor of Physiotherapy Mar 4F G, N  320 7.0 H5  1589 094396G

What you will study
Physiotherapists aim to enhance the movement 
and function of individuals and populations across 
their lifespan, especially when actual or potential 
impairments and disabilities relate to the musculoskeletal, 
cardiorespiratory, and neurological systems. In the 
Bachelor of Physiotherapy, you’ll learn and practice 
techniques to enhance functional movement by 
undertaking biomedical, physical and behavioural 
science courses, as well as physiotherapy courses. 
Before graduation, you will be required to demonstrate 
physiotherapy knowledge and skills required for  
entry-level clinical physiotherapy practice.  

Professional placements 
This degree provides an innovative, student-centred and 
employability-focused curriculum with a strong emphasis 
on client-centred and evidence-based practice. From  
the end of your third year, you’ll participate in a series  
of full-time professional placements, and put your skills 
and knowledge into practice. 

Honours 
High-achieving students can move into the Bachelor of 
Physiotherapy (Honours) in their third year. To be eligible, 
you must achieve a GPA of 5.0 or above in the first two 
years of your degree and secure a supervisor. 

Recognition/accreditation 
Graduates of this degree are recognised by the 
Physiotherapy Board of Australia (PBA) and will be eligible 
to apply for registration through the Australian Health 
Practitioner Regulation Agency (Ahpra) to practice 
physiotherapy in Australia. 

Career opportunities 
You may find work in various settings such as hospitals, 
private practices, community health centres, schools, 
sporting teams and the armed forces. Physiotherapists 
may also be employed at universities to teach and 
conduct research including consulting for industry  
and government bodies. 

Bachelor of Physiotherapy (Honours) Mar 4F G, N  320 7.0 H5  1590 094397G

Entry requirements: Year 1 and 2 of Bachelor of Physiotherapy with 5.0 GPA.  

Psychology and counselling
Bachelor of Counselling Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G, M N/A 240 6.5 S  1548 090581F

Accreditation: Our Bachelor of Counselling is accredited by the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia (PACFA) and the Australian Counselling Association (ACA). 
After completing this degree, you may be eligible for professional membership of these associations, and to register as a counsellor with the Australian Register of Counsellors and 
Psychotherapists (ARCAP).

Bachelor of Psychological Science Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G, M  240 6.5 S  1012 058555G

What you will study
This degree will give you a thorough grounding in 
clinical, developmental, biological, cognitive, social and 
organisational psychology. You will learn how to: apply 
psychological theories to topics such as thinking and 
perceiving, motivation, stress, health, criminal activity, 
and group behaviour. You will also learn to evaluate and 
understand tests that measure intellectual, behavioural 
and emotional states, and use interpersonal skills and the 
principles of counselling to help people with personal, 
health, vocational and social difficulties. 

Professional recognition 
This degree is accredited by the Australian Psychology 
Accreditation Council (APAC). Graduates will be eligible 
to apply for Affiliate Membership of the Australian 
Psychological Society. Further study is required to qualify 
for registration as a psychologist. 

Career opportunities 
You’ll be prepared for occupations in counselling, guidance, 
health management, social research, human services, 
social welfare and other related fields. You may also be 
eligible for entry into a range of postgraduate degrees in 
areas such as speech pathology, social work, rehabilitation 
counselling, forensic mental health, criminology and 

criminal justice, human services, mental health practice, 
disability studies, health research, and business research.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Psychological Science with: Business; 
Criminology and Criminal Justice; Exercise Science; Laws. 

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Social and Psychological Science

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).
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Psychology and counselling
Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) Mar, Jul, Nov 4F G, M  320 6.5 H1  1014 033967E

Graduates are: eligible to apply to undertake postgraduate studies in Psychology. You may also be eligible to apply for associate membership with the Australian Psychological 
Society. For further information on provisional or general registration as a Psychologist, refer to the Psychology Board of Australia.

International students or students for whom English is not the first or native language should refer to the Psychology Board of Australia for information on the required IELTS score 
for provisional registration as a Psychologist.  

Public health
Bachelor of Public Health Mar, Nov 3F G  240 6.5 S N/A 1440 094401E

Students and graduates are: eligible for membership of the Public Health Association of Australia (PHAA) and the Australian Health Promotion Association (AHPA). 

Social work
Bachelor of Social Work Mar, Jul 4F G, L  320 7.0 S  1372 056919A

What you will study
In this degree, you’ll develop the skills to work with 
individuals, families, and communities in a broad range of 
roles including counselling and advocacy. You’ll develop 
your critical thinking skills, and explore the values and 
ethics of the profession, including promoting social 
justice, diversity, equity, and a commitment to the 
rights and needs of the people with whom you work. 
You’ll study society, counselling, human behaviour and 
development, policy, theory, practice and research, as 
well as specialised social work courses. 

Practical experience 
During your degree, you’ll complete two four-day-a-
week field placements, each totalling 500 hours. You’ll be 
supervised by a qualified social worker for the duration of 
the field placement. In some situations, it may be possible 
to negotiate a workplace-based field placement. 

Recognition/accreditation 
As a qualified social worker, you’ll be eligible for 
membership of the Australian Association of Social 
Workers (AASW). 

Career opportunities 
Social workers make an impact on the lives of others and 
professional practice includes working with individuals, 
families and communities. Fields of practice include 
child welfare and families, health and mental health, 
counselling, youth and adolescents, working with 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, people from 
diverse cultures including migrants and refugees, the 
disability field, older persons, employment and income 
support, policy development and research.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Social and Psychological Science

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree.

You will complete two 500 hour field 
placements in your degree. 

Bachelor of Social Work (Honours) Mar, Jul 4F G, L, E  320 7.0 S N/A 1416 084287G

Entry requirements: Year 1 and 2 of Bachelor of Social Work with 5.5 GPA in second year core courses and 5.0 in 2002HSV or equivalent.
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Case management
Graduate Certificate in Case Management Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3050

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR related Certificate IV and relevant work experience OR relevant work experience.

* Part-time only.

Clinical leadership
Graduate Certificate in Clinical Leadership Mar, Jul 0.5F S, O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3280 083392C

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher OR relevant work experience.

Dentistry
Master of Dentistry Mar 2F G N/A 160 7.0 A N/A 5703

Entry requirements: Griffith University Bachelor of Dental Health Science (1577) or Bachelor of Oral Health in Dental Science (1259).
Accreditation: The Master of Dentistry is accredited by the Australian Dental Council (ADC).

Master of Clinical Dentistry Mar 1F G N/A 80 7.0 R N/A 5702 094390C

Major(s): Implant Dentistry; Oral Surgery; Prosthodontics. 
Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in dentistry or higher, professional registration, relevant work experience and interview.

Doctor of Clinical Dentistry Mar 3F G N/A 240 7.0 R N/A 5699 094402D

Major(s): Endodontics; Periodontics. 
Entry requirements: Bachelor degree in dentistry or higher, professional registration, relevant work experience and interview.

Health services management
Graduate Certificate in Digital Health Mar, Jul 1P* S, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3336

Entry requirements: Bachelor degree OR related diploma and relevant work experience OR relevant work experience.
* 1 year part time only.

Graduate Certificate in Health Services Management Mar, Jul, Nov 0.5F S, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3082 032140A

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR related diploma and relevant work experience OR relevant work experience.
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Health services management
Master of Health Services Management Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F* S, O N/A 120 6.5 R  5586 080408B

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher.
* Duration depends upon previous studies.

Master of Advanced Health Services Management Mar, Jul, Nov 1.5–2F* S, O N/A 160 6.5 R  5627 082409G

* Duration depends upon previous studies. 

What you will study
You will study a wide ranging and diverse base of 
specialist health management courses. If you are a 
graduate or manager in health and aged care services 
and you want to develop your skills and understanding of 
contemporary health service management issues, these 
degrees will help you achieve your goals. Through flexible 
teaching and research options, you will learn about key 
areas of health sector policy, governance, operations and 
evidence-based practice management.

You will develop skills and knowledge in current 
management theory and practice, develop your 
leadership skills and style, and gain an in-depth 
understanding of health workforce planning. 

You will also learn about managing human resources, 
planning and implementing health programs, and 
managing performance and health budgets from 
respected industry practitioners and academics. 
Additionally, you will develop skills in strategic decision 
making and change management and an understanding 
of the role of technology in health management.

Through a project directly relevant to your organisation’s 
strategic direction, you will develop research and project 
management skills.

Entry requirements 
Related bachelor degree or higher.

Career opportunities 
You may find opportunities in Australia and overseas in 
various roles in health and social care leadership, policy, 
governance, quality and safety.

Recognition/accreditation
Students who complete this degree may be eligible for 
membership of the Australasian College of Health Service 
Management (ACHSM). 

Accreditation: This degree is accredited by the 
Australasian College of Health Service Management 
(ACHSM).

Undertake health management work 
placements in a health or aged care 
organisation to build your practical 
skills and professional networks. 

Human services
Graduate Certificate in Disability Studies Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3370

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR related Certificate IV and relevant work experience OR relevant work experience.
* 1 year part-time only.

Graduate Certificate in Human Services Mar, Jul, Nov 0.5F O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3272

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR related Certificate IV and relevant work experience OR relevant work experience.

Master of Human Services Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F E, O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5604

Major(s): Children, Youth and Families; Disability Practice; Generalist Practice; First Peoples Community Practice; Leadership and Management. 
Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher OR any bachelor honours degree or higher.
* Duration depends upon previous studies.

Infection prevention and control
Graduate Certificate in Infection Prevention and Control Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3293

Graduates are: recognised by the Australasian College for Infection Prevention and Control (ACIPC).
Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher OR professional registration and relevant work experience.
* 1 year part-time only.

Master of Infection Prevention and Control Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F*, 3P O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5600

Graduates are: recognised by the Australasian College for Infection Prevention and Control (ACIPC).
Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.
* Duration depends upon previous studies.

Medicine
Doctor of Medicine Mar* 4F G N/A 320 7.0 A N/A 5099 079860C

Entry requirements: Direct entry via Bachelor of Medical Science (page 51); any bachelor degree or other key degree (5.0 GPA) and GAMSAT (minimum score of 50 in each section) 
or MCAT (123 in each section) and interview. Applicants must supply GAMSAT/MCAT scores that are no more than two years old at the time of application.
* The Doctor of Medicine follows a non-standard academic calendar. Check griffith.edu.au/academic-calendar for key dates.

Mental health
Graduate Certificate in Suicidology Mar 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3382

Entry requirements: Any Bachelor degree in any discipline OR a health or social sciences-related Diploma or Certificate IV VET/TAFE qualification plus two years relevant work experience.
* 1 year part-time only.

Master of Suicidology Mar 3P* O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5666

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher OR any bachelor honours degree or higher.
* Part-time only.

Nursing and midwifery
Graduate Certificate in Primary Maternity Care Mar, Jul, Nov 1P*  O N/A 40 7.0 R N/A 3310

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher OR professional registration and relevant work experience.
* 1 year part-time only.

Master of Primary Maternity Care Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F*, 3P  O N/A 120 7.0 R N/A 5655

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.
* Duration depends upon previous studies.

Graduate Certificate in Acute Care Nursing Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3289 082148A

Entry requirements: A bachelor degree in nursing and professional registration.
* 1 year part-time only.
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Nursing and midwifery
Graduate Certificate in Critical Care Nursing Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3290

Entry requirements: A bachelor degree in nursing and professional registration and relevant current work.
* 1 year part-time only.

Graduate Certificate in Emergency Nursing Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3291

Entry requirements: A bachelor degree in nursing and professional registration and relevant current work.
* 1 year part-time only.

Graduate Certificate in Paediatric Nursing Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3343

Entry requirements: A bachelor degree in nursing and professional registration.
* 1 year part-time only.

Graduate Certificate in Professional Nursing Mar, Jul, Nov 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3345

Entry requirements: A bachelor degree in nursing and professional registration.
* 1 year part-time only.

Master of Advanced Nursing Practice Mar, Jul, Nov 1.5F / 3P* O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5721

Specialisation(s): Acute Care Nursing; Critical Care Nursing; Emergency Nursing; Paediatric Nursing; Professional Nursing. 

Entry requirements for Acute Care Nursing; Paediatric Nursing; Professional Nursing: A bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) in nursing or higher and professional registration.

Entry requirements for Critical Care Nursing; Emergency Nursing: A bachelor degree  (4.0 GPA) in nursing or higher and professional registration and relevant current work.
* Duration depends upon previous studies.

Pharmacy
Master of Pharmacy Mar, Jul 2–2.5F* G N/A 240 7.0 R N/A 5661 085641G

* 3 years full-time equivalent offered over 2 years. Duration depends on previous studies.

What you will study
This program builds on the strong science foundation 
that students developed in their undergraduate 
science or health science degree to provide advanced 
studies in pharmaceutical science, professional and 
clinical pharmacy practice, and pharmacy research. It 
provides you with a broad range of lectures, group and 
self-directed learning activities, practical competence-
development simulations, inter-professional learning,  
and clinical placements to develop the skills and 
knowledge necessary to undertake the internship 
program before applying for registration as a pharmacist.

The pharmacy internship training program is 48 weeks 
in duration and its completion and meeting the terms 
of all other statutory requirements are mandatory 
before applying to the Pharmacy Board of Australia for 
registration as a pharmacist.

Career opportunities
This accelerated Masters program builds on the strong 
science foundation of your existing degree to prepare 
you for entry into a high demand health profession.  
The wide range of learning experiences within this 
program provide you with skills to undertake a number  
of different, and flexible, career pathways.

With successful pre-registration training you could be 
working as a healthcare practitioner in community or 
hospital pharmacy, or the public health domain. There are 
also broader opportunities including the pharmaceutical 
industry (professional responsibility for the manufacture 
and testing of pharmaceutical products), regulatory 
affairs (medicines related laws and policy making), medical 
affairs (pharmacovigilance, medicine information, clinical 
trial management and medicinal product management), 
research, and pharmaceutical care services. 

Entry requirements
Applicants with a bachelor degree from a recognised 
Australian university (or equivalent) in a science or health 
science discipline are eligible for admission into the Master 
of Pharmacy program if they meet the following criteria: 

 · Completed bachelor degree within the past 10 years; 
 · IELTS score of 7.0 or equivalent and no sub-score less 

than 6.5^;
 · Achieved an overall GPA greater than or equal to 5.0  

(on a 7.0 point scale) in the last 18 months of  
undergraduate study; 

 · Pass these subjects at a tertiary level: 
 - Biochemistry: one trimester duration or equivalent. 
 - Chemistry: two trimesters duration or equivalent. 

 - Pharmacology: one trimester duration or equivalent. 
 - Physiology: one trimester duration or equivalent. 
 - Statistics or mathematics: one trimester duration  

or equivalent. 
^  Direct Entry Program (DEP) at Griffith English Language 

Institute may be possible.

Pathway options
If you are interested in enrolling in the Master of Pharmacy 
and do not meet the above entry requirements, please 
contact us to discuss alternative pathways.

Recognition/accreditation 
Graduates of this program will be eligible to apply for 
registration as an Intern Pharmacist with the Pharmacy 
Board of Australia (via the Australian Health Practitioner 
Regulation Agency) subject to meeting any additional 
requirements that may be stipulated by the Pharmacy 
Board of Australia. As these requirements may change 
from time to time, students should contact the Australian 
Health Practitioners Regulation Agency to confirm 
registration requirements. 

Accreditation: The Master of Pharmacy is accredited by 
the Australian Pharmacy Council (APC).

Psychology
Master of Clinical Psychology Mar 2F G, M N/A 160 7.0 R N/A 5070 019491J

Entry requirements: A four year accredited degree in psychology or equivalent (as assessed by Australian Psychological Society), eligibility for provisional registration  
as a psychologist and satisfactory interview.
Graduates are: eligible for general registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia (subject to meeting any additional requirements).

Master of Professional Psychology Mar 1F* G, M N/A 80 7.0 R N/A 5747 104731M

Entry requirements: A four year accredited degree in psychology or equivalent (as assessed by Australian Psychological Society), eligibility for provisional registration  
as a psychologist and satisfactory interview.
Graduates are: eligible for general registration as a psychologist with the Psychology Board of Australia (subject to meeting any additional requirements).

Public health
Graduate Diploma of Clinical Physiology Mar 1F N 80 6.5 R 4168 084292K

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (GPA 5.0) or higher and interview.

Graduate Certificate in Public Health Mar, Jul, Nov 0.5F G, O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3147 046442E

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher OR related diploma and relevant work experience OR relevant work experience.

Master of Public Health Mar, Jul, Nov 1–1.5F* G, O N/A 120 6.5 R  5263 002408D

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher OR have completed the Graduate Certificate in Public Health (3147) with a minimum GPA of 4.0 (using a 7.0 point scale).
* Duration depends on previous studies.
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Public health
Master of Global Public Health Mar, Jul, Nov 1.5–2F* G, O N/A 160 6.5 R  5725 097098E

* Duration depends on previous studies.

What you will study
This program helps you to develop and further your career 
in public health practice, research and/or management. 
It allows you to re-orient your work interests in health to 
disease prevention and health promotion and is widely 
recognised both nationally and internationally as the 
public health credential for careers in public health. 

The program focuses on the socio-ecological model of 
public health that emphasises and analyses the important 
interactions between the social, biological, economic and 
environmental determinants of health. They enable you 
to apply this analytical skill set to plan, implement and 
evaluate population-based interventions that protect 
and promote health. 

The program has a strong focus on global health and 
provides you with the opportunity to focus your public 
health studies by selecting a range of electives in areas 
such as public health nutrition, health promotion, climate 
change, international health, environmental health, and 
health services management.

Entry requirements
Related bachelor degree or higher OR a Graduate 
Certificate in Public Health from Griffith University  
with a minimum GPA of 4.0 (using a 7.0 point scale).

Career opportunities 
There are diverse career opportunities for professionals 
interested in moving into the public health field, 
developing health research skills and/or furthering 
competency development in public health practice 
areas such as: international health; humanitarian 
aid; health program planning and evaluation; health 
promotion; health policy; epidemiology and biostatistics; 
environmental health management; maternal and child 
health; and public health nutrition. You will be prepared 
for a variety of career opportunities with state and 
federal health departments, in public health units/teams, 
community health, local government, and in academia. 
Public health graduates are also highly sought after by 
NGO health agencies and international aid agencies. 

Professional recognition
This program helps you to develop and further your 
career in public health practice, research and/or 
management. It allows you to re-orient your work 
interests in health to disease prevention and health 
promotion and is widely recognised both nationally  
and internationally as the public health credential for 
careers in public health. 

As a graduate of the Master of Global Public Health, 
you will be eligible for membership of the following 
professional bodies:

 · Public Health Association of Australia (PHAA)
 · Australian Health Promotion Association (AHPA)
 · International Union for Health Promotion and  

Education (IUHPE).

Social work
Master of Social Work Jul, Nov 2–2.5F*  G, L, E N/A 180 7.0 R N/A 5621 092427M

* Duration depends upon the trimester of commencement.

What you will study
This program provides you with a postgraduate, 
professional social work qualification that allows 
entry into the profession. It is specifically designed 
for graduates holding degrees with some social and 
behavioural science components. The program equips 
you with the knowledge, skills, values and ethical 
foundations for social work practice in contemporary 
social policy and human service contexts.

Entry requirements 
Related bachelor degree (except social work) or higher.

Career opportunities 
This degree prepares graduates for practice in a range 
of social work roles including working with individuals, 
groups and families, community work, advocacy, research, 
planning and policy development, and management and 
administration. The frameworks for practice incorporated 
in the program are designed to ensure graduates are 
effective, ethical, and innovative thinkers, communicators, 
problem-solvers, change facilitators and leaders.

There are career opportunities for social workers in 
government, non-government and private sector 
agencies with jobs in hospital and community health 
settings, youth work, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
services, child and family welfare, child protection, youth 
and adult offending, employment and income support, 

aged care, community development, family support, 
disability services, services for women, multicultural 
services and many other social welfare organisations. 

Recognition/accreditation
Enrolled students and graduates of this program will 
be eligible to apply for registration with the Australian 
Association of Social Workers (AASW) subject to 
meeting any additional requirements that may be 
stipulated by the AASW. As these requirements may 
change from time to time, students should contact the 
AASW to confirm registration requirements. 

This program is accredited by the Australian Association 
of Social Workers (AASW).

Speech pathology
Master of Speech Pathology Mar 2F  G N/A 160 7.0 A N/A 5567 076264C

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (except speech pathology) (5.0 GPA) or higher and interview.
Graduates are: eligible for membership of Speech Pathology Australia to practice as a fully accredited Speech Pathologist.

Behaviour analysis
Graduate Certificate in Applied Behaviour Analysis Mar 1P* O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3363

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) OR related VET/TAFE qualification plus 2 years relevant work experience OR related professional work experience.
* 1 year part-time only.

Master of Applied Behaviour Analysis Mar 1.5F* E N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5744

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (4.0 GPA) or higher.
* Duration depends on previous studies.
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Health research
Graduate Diploma of Health Research Mar, Jul 1F G, L, N, S, O 80 6.5 R 4161 077647B

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (GPA 5.0) or higher OR related masters degree or higher.
Pathway: to the Doctor of Philosophy or Master of Philosophy.

Medical research
Master of Medical Research Mar, Jul 1–1.5F* G 120 6.5 R 5626 086016C

Entry requirements: A related bachelor degree (GPA 5.0) or higher (medical science, biological science, pharmaceutical science, or a related health discipline).
Pathway: to doctoral research programs.
* The program may be completed over 3 standard trimesters (18 months) or over 12 months. The accelerated option over 12 months utilises trimester 3.

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Music and performing arts

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/music

Globally renowned
Studying at one of Australia’s leading music 
and performing arts schools, you’ll benefit 
from our global connections and have the 
chance to follow in the footsteps of our 
internationally recognised alumni.

Experience the stage
Perform to audiences across a variety 
of performance settings. Learning from 
experienced experts, you’ll have the 
opportunity to showcase your skills in fully 
staged productions and engage with industry. 

Acclaimed teachers
You’ll learn from and work closely with award-
winning music and performing arts educators 
who are dedicated to providing a challenging 
yet supportive environment to explore and 
develop your own musical identity.

Global top 50
Performing Arts

2021 QS World University Rankings by Subject
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Music
Bachelor of Music Mar, Jul, Nov 3F S  240 6.5 S N/A 1419 090584C

What you will study
This degree will expose you to diverse musical styles and 
idioms including classical, contemporary, jazz, popular, 
electronic, experimental and world music. You’ll also learn 
the broadly accepted musical skills of aural awareness 
training, music theory, critical listening, contemporary 
music-making practices and musicology. The numerous 
collaborative opportunities in this degree will prepare you 
for life as a professional musician capable of performing 
in professional orchestras, theatre and opera companies, 
media, entertainment and community arts organisations. 

Audition 
As part of your application you will need to submit a  
high-quality audition video online (through a secured  
link on, for example, YouTube or Vimeo, or via a 
dropbox link), dated and certified as being an unedited 
performance by the applicant and signed by the person 
in charge of the recording session OR a folio of work 
(composition applicants). 

griffith.edu.au/conservatorium-auditions

Areas of study
Strings; brass; woodwind; percussion; keyboard; classical 
voice; jazz instrumental or voice; composition; popular 
music; creative music technology.

Career opportunities
As a graduate, you’ll be prepared for work as a performer, 
producer, composer, or in many other areas related to 
music. Through self-directed project work, you’ll have 
opportunities to refine your skills and focus on your 
specialty while gaining first-hand professional experience 
in your chosen area. If you wish to study music education, 
you can choose to enter a teaching preparation strand in 
your second year.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

Advanced programs
 · Bachelor of Music in Performance (1413) 
 · Bachelor of Music in Composition (1414)

Students who have successfully completed the 
requirements of the three-year Bachelor of Music and 
wish to extend their studies, rather than graduate with 
the three-year qualification may apply (depending on 
grades in specific subjects) for a 4th year specialising  
in performance, creative practices or research.  

Learn in state-of-the-art performance 
facilities with award winning professors 
and industry experts who are focused on 
preparing you for life as a musician. 

Performing arts
Bachelor of Acting Mar 3F S N/A 240 7.0 S N/A 1575 096289F

Audition requirements: Applicants must attend an audition and interview. Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au for details.

Bachelor of Musical Theatre Mar 3F S N/A 240 6.5 S N/A 1404 082401D

Audition requirements: Applicants must attend an audition and interview. Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au for details.
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Music
Graduate Certificate in Music Studies Mar, Jul 0.5F S N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3091 028247B

Entry requirements: Bachelor of Music or equivalent degree from a recognised university (or another tertiary education institution of equivalent standing); and successfully 
undertake an audition and interview; and/or submit a folio of creative works OR have extensive experience in music with a minimum of five years equivalent work experience in one 
of the specialised fields offered (composition, performance, conducting, pedagogy, music studies) and successfully undertake an audition and interview; and/or submit a folio of 
creative works.

Master of Music Studies Mar, Jul 1.5F S N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5298 028003M

What you will study
In this degree, you will choose from a wide variety 
of possible course combinations and customise your 
studies to suit your needs and professional goals. You will 
develop superior skills in your musical profession. You will 
also have the opportunity to present your work to the 
public, whether in recitals, print or electronic media.

Specialisations
Composition; Conducting; Pedagogy; Performance.

Entry requirements
Related bachelor degree or higher and audition 
(composition, performance, conducting, pedagogy)  
or folio of creative works. 

Career opportunities 
You will be equipped to explore further study, 
performance and research opportunities. Potential 
careers include music education, performance, music 
business, music publishing, broadcasting and production, 
and arts administration. 

With our industry connections around the 
globe, you will have the chance to apply 
your talents at a truly professional level. 
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Music research
Master of Music Research Mar 1.5F S 120 6.5 O 5602 084025G

Pathway: to doctoral research programs. 

Doctor of Musical Arts Mar 3–4F S 240 6.5 O 6017 062440G

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Science and environment

#2 in Australia
Marine/Ocean Engineering

Global top 100
Water Resources

Global top 150
Environmental Science and Engineering

Oceanography
Transportation Science and Technology

2021 ShanghaiRanking Global Ranking of Academic Subjects

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/science

Future-ready
The majority of future jobs growth is likely to be 
in science, technology, engineering and maths*, 
so you’ll have strong career prospects when you 
study sciences at Griffith.

*  Office of the Chief Scientist, Australia’s STEM Workforce report

Industry experience
Through our unique employability 
program, including final-year projects, 
you’ll gain practical experience with 
industry partners and be prepared to 
enter a wide range of careers. 

Unique degrees
Our forensic science degree was the first 
in Australia and is the only one of its kind in 
Queensland. It is taught by internationally 
renowned experts and practicing forensic 
scientists. Our Bachelor of Science/Bachelor 
of Data Science double degree is also the only 
double degree of its kind in Queensland.
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Environment
Bachelor of Environmental Science Mar, Jul, Nov 3F G, N N/A 240 6.5 S  1547 090584C

What you will study
This is a practical degree that prepares you to apply 
scientific knowledge to environmental management 
decision-making. You’ll gain knowledge and skills from 
across the broad environmental science spectrum, 
exploring issues from social, physical and biological 
perspectives. After completing core science courses  
in your first year of study, you’ll choose a major that  
suits your interests and career plans. The final year 
includes a ‘capstone’ experience where you’ll have the 
option to engage with university research, undertake 
an extended fieldwork program, and/or complete an 
industry placement.

Career opportunities
Depending on your major, you’ll be prepared for work in 
positions such as environmental officer, environmental 
consultant, wildlife biologist, conservation ecologist, 
environmental chemist, environmental scientist  
or consultant.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Environmental Science with:  
Data Science; Business; Engineering; Law.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Science

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Recognition/accreditation
The Bachelor of Environmental Science is accredited  
by the Environment Institute of Australia and  
New Zealand (EIANZ).

Depending on your major, you will be eligible to join the 
following professional bodies:

 · Australian Society for Limnology
 · Australian Society of Plant Scientists
 · Ecological Society of Australia
 · River Basin Management Society
 · Royal Australian Chemical Institute
 · Soil Science Australia.

Bachelor of Marine Science Mar, Jul 3F G N/A 240 6.5 S  1328 059729E

Major(s): Coastal Management; Marine Chemistry and Biotechnology; Marine Ecology.

Science

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Mar, Jul 3F N  240 6.5 H2  1031 002535G

Mar, Jul 3F G  240 6.5 H2  1094 002535G

Bachelor of Forensic Science Mar 3F N N/A 240 6.5 S  1264 049312B

Major(s): Forensic Chemistry; Forensic Molecular Biology. 

Double degree option(s): Criminology and Criminal Justice.

Bachelor of Medical Science Mar 2F* G, N  240 7.0 H6 N/A 1280 058449K

Pathway: to the Doctor of Medicine for eligible graduates.

*3 years full-time equivalent offered over 2 years.

Bachelor of Science Mar, Jul, Nov 3 G, N  240 6.5 S  1634 027473M

Major(s): Applied Mathematics; Archaeology (N); Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; Chemistry; Clinical Sciences (N); Data Science; Geography; Marine Biology (G); Microbiology (N); 
Physics; Wildlife Biology.

Double degree option(s): Arts; Business; Communication and Journalism; Data Science; Engineering (Honours); Information Technology; Urban Planning (Honours).

Bachelor of Science Advanced (Honours) Mar, Jul, Nov 4 G, N  320 6.5 H2 N/A 1330 060396M

Major(s): Applied Mathematics; Archaeology (N); Biochemistry and Molecular Biology; Chemistry; Clinical Sciences (N); Data Science; Geography; Marine Biology (G); Microbiology (N); 
Physics; Wildlife Biology.

Specialisation(s): Applied Mathematics; Biosciences; Chemistry; Geography; Marine Science (G); Physics; Wildlife Biology.
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Data science 
Data science can now be studied as a major in the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Science 
Advanced (Honours) degrees, or as part of a double degree with Engineering, Science, Business or 
Environmental Science. This will allow you to develop a specialised skill set that can be applied to  
your chosen major of study, and broaden your career options.

‘Since I can remember I knew that I wanted to study Marine Biology,  
so when I got the opportunity to come to Australia to study at Griffith  
I didn’t hesitate. During my studies I have taken on a number of 
internship and volunteering opportunities, including with the Australian 
Marine Conservation Society, Humpbacks and High-rises and a work 
placement with the Australian Rivers Institute. Having a great grade 
is good, but having experience is important because you never know 
where it can lead you. I honestly enjoy every part of studying in 
Australia at Griffith University, particularly the feeling that I am part  
of something bigger that will have a huge impact on saving our oceans 
and environment in the future.’ 

Nikol (Czech Republic)
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Climate change adaptation
Graduate Certificate in Climate Change Adaptation Mar, Jul 0.5F O N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3372

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or relevant work experience.

Master of Climate Change Adaptation Mar, Jul 2F O N/A 160 6.5 A N/A 5743

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher.

Environment
Master of Catchment Science Mar 2F O N/A 160 6.5 R N/A 5731

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or higher and 1 year of professional experience.

Graduate Certificate in Integrated Water Management Mar, Jul 0.5F O N/A 40 6.5 R N/A 3346

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or related practical experience.

Graduate Diploma of Integrated Water Management Mar, Jul 1F O N/A 80 6.5 R N/A 4194

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree or related practical experience.

Master of Environment Mar, Jul 1–2F N, O N/A 160 6.5 A  5611 083206K

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher.

Major(s): Climate Change Adaptation; Economics and Policy; Environmental Planning (Nathan on-campus only); Environmental Protection; Sustainable Business.

Master of Integrated Water Management Mar 1.5F O N/A 120 6.5 R N/A 5722

What you will study
The Master of Integrated Water Management creates water 
leaders by drawing on international teaching and research 
from many fields to provide a trans disciplinary, whole-of-
water-cycle approach to water management.

The program aims to build the capacity of future leaders 
in water management, with an emphasis on professionals 
working in WASH and development, urban water 
management and across water, land and people. The program 
equips students with practical tools and skills for developing 
and managing the adoption of innovative solutions to local, 
regional, national and international water management issues. 

Students will develop the strategic, managerial and technical 
skills they need to advance in the water sector.

The program is managed and led by the International 
WaterCentre (IWC). The IWC is a key player in the global 
water sector and dedicated to providing education and 
training to promote whole-of-water cycle approaches  
to integrated water management around the world.

Entry requirements
Related bachelor degree or higher and practical experience.

Science
Master of Biotechnology Mar, Jul 2F N N/A 160 6.5 R N/A 5714 099123D

What you will study
This program is designed for graduate or professional 
scientists who wish to extend their skills and knowledge 
in clinical and environmental microbiology, bioinformatics, 
protein science, molecular biology, and genomics and apply 
it in a competitive commercial environment. 

It is also suited to scientists wishing to become business/
research managers and entrepreneurs in the exciting world 
of biotechnology with applications in clinical settings, 
agriculture, food and the environment.

Entry requirements 
Related bachelor degree (4.5 GPA) or higher.

Career opportunities 
Graduates will be highly employable, obtaining a broad 
and in-depth understanding of current biotechnologies, 
business and innovation trends, marketing and business 
planning, as well as obtaining knowledge on how to manage 
research in an industry environment.
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Science
Graduate Diploma of Research Studies in Science Mar, Jul 1F G, N 80 6.5 R 4175 086118G

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (5.0 GPA) or higher.

Master of Science Mar, Jul 2F N 160 6.5 O 5667 085930K

Entry requirements: Related bachelor degree (5.0 GPA) or higher.

Pathway: to doctoral research programs.

Major(s): Applied Mathematics; Archaeological Science; Biomedical Science; Bioscience; Chemistry; Environmental Science; Food Security; Forensic Science; Marine Science; Physics. 

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 1–2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Visual and creative arts

Global top 15
Animation 

2021 International Animation School Rankings

Griffith University's recognition as a Toon 
Boom Centre of Excellence verifies that 
our Bachelor of Animation meets a high 
standard of depth, breadth and quality.

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/visual-creative-arts

Industry connections
Our industry partnerships and 
collaborations unlock opportunities 
of all kinds, with access to on-campus 
exhibitions, screenings, guest lectures  
and much more.

Australia’s largest  
film school
Griffith Film School students learn from  
acclaimed industry figures, and have 
access to an exciting calendar of guest 
lectures and master classes.

Specialist arts and  
design college 
Founded in 1881, Queensland College  
of Art is the oldest art and design  
institution in Australia.
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Animation
Bachelor of Animation Mar 3F S  240 6.5 H1 N/A 1179 011449J

Major(s): Animating, Art Direction, CGI Technical Direction.

Portfolio: Applicants are required to submit a portfolio. Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au for details.

Design
Bachelor of Design Mar, July, Nov 3F G, S  240 6.5 S  1189 020086A

What you will study
If you’re passionate about contemporary design 
opportunities and designing for a sustainable future,  
this degree will equip you with the creative and technical 
skills and insights to rise to future design challenges.  
It will prepare you for designing future products, services 
and systems in a creative and critical way. You’ll gain a 
unique perspective on how the world impacts design and 
how design shapes the world around us. In partnership 
with leading experts and industry, you’ll gain the skills 
to tackle real design problems and devise leading-edge 
strategies and solutions.

Majors
As a student of this degree, you can choose to specialise 
in one of the following areas:

 · Immersive Design
 · Interaction Design
 · Interior and Spatial Design
 · Product Design
 · Visual Communication Design

Career opportunities 
You’ll be prepared to join the ranks of adventurous 
designers changing the way we interact with our 
environment and enhancing the way we live. You’ll gain 
the industry experience, networks and knowledge 
needed to succeed in cutting edge design fields.

Double degree option(s)
Combine Design with: Business.

Professional recognition
As a graduate, you’ll be eligible for membership of the 
Design Institute of Australia.

Industry experiences
At Griffith’s Queensland College of Art you’ll develop the 
skills and confidence to push boundaries and practise 
your craft anywhere in the world. In this degree, you’ll 
work on projects for real clients through our QCALive 
work-integrated learning studios, including our 
commercial design studio, Liveworm. You’ll also have the 
chance to take up exciting work placements to build your 
portfolio and cultivate important contacts and networks.

Pathway option(s)
 · Diploma of Design

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Honours available
Honours is available for this degree (through an additional 
year of study).

Work on studio projects for  
industry clients and community  
partners that have a real social  
and environmental impact. 

Bachelor of Film and Screen Media Production Mar 3F S  240 6.5 H1 N/A 1284 058710B

What you will study
This degree focuses on developing your skills as an 
innovative content creator, setting you up for success 
in this ever-changing industry. You’ll receive a practical 
education in film and screen media production.  
With access to state-of-the-art facilities, you’ll benefit 
from our deep industry connections and engagement 
opportunities embedded throughout your degree.  
You’ll learn how to work in a team to bring your vision  
to life for the screen, while gaining a thorough grounding 
in the history, practice and critical analysis of film and 
new technologies, including virtual production.

Comprehensive choices 
You’ll have the choice of electives in editing, producing, 
cinematography, directing, scriptwriting, sound, visual 
effects and production design, among many others. 
You’ll also take courses in screen production and screen 
distribution, which will help you learn about finding 
support and audiences for your screen production work.

Industry exposure 
Your studies will be enhanced by a supervised work 
placement and regular exposure to national and 
international artists-in-residence working across film and 
screen media production. Students can gain professional 
production experience through LiveLab, the commercial 
production arm of Griffith Film School.

Career opportunities 
Depending on your areas of specialisation and choice of 
electives, you may find opportunities in the mainstream 
film and television industries, working on commercials, 
music videos, corporate videos, streamed online content, 
film festivals or video/digital art practice.

Further study 
As a graduate, you’ll have the option to develop your 
specialist skills at a higher level by applying for Griffith’s 
Bachelor of Film and Screen Media (Honours) or  
Master of Screen Production.

Portfolio
Applicants are required to submit a portfolio.  
Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au for details.

Games design
Bachelor of Games Design Mar 3F S  240 6.5 S N/A 1338 061452M

Major(s): Animating; Art Direction; Computer Generated Imagery; Player Experience.

Portfolio: Applicants are required to submit a portfolio. Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au for details.

Visual arts
Bachelor of Visual Arts Mar, Jul 3F S  240 6.5 S  1651 104732K

Major(s): Painting, Photography, Sculpture.

Double degree option(s): Business.
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Design
Graduate Certificate in Design Mar, Jul 0.5F G, S N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3344 097292C

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher or relevant work experience.

Master of Design Mar, Jul 1–2F G, S N/A 160 6.5 O  5720 096162K

What you will study
The Master of Design offers students the opportunity to 
advance their skills and knowledge on design context and 
processes in multiple areas including experience design, 
design thinking, emerging design futures and business 
and professional practice. 

Students will utilise both collaborative and individual 
working contexts to expand their knowledge of 
contemporary design processes at professional industry 
level. They will gain research and critical thinking skills 
which will be deployed in a major design project in the 
second year of the program. 

Career opportunities
Graduates will be prepared for practice-led work and/
or design strategy and leadership in macro, micro and 
freelance scenarios.

With a graduate portfolio demonstrating your innovative 
knowledge and skills, the Master of Design better 
prepares you for future jobs in a wide range of global 
industries and careers, including: experience design, 
user experience, service design, graphic communication 
design, digital visual design, product and 3D design, 
design management, design strategy, creative 
technologist, design research, and user research.

Entry requirements 
Any bachelor degree or higher or a combination of 
alternative admission criteria such as formal, informal 
and non-formal learning deemed to be equivalent to a 
bachelor degree or higher; AND provide a brief personal 
statement of 2-3 paragraphs outlining:
1.  Why you want to study a Master of Design and
2.   A description of the research and/or practical 

projects that you would like to undertake during the 
study with reference to the courses and topics in the 
program that attract your interest.

Pathway option(s)
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Film and screen
Master of Screen Production Mar, Jul 2F S N/A 160 6.5 R  5736 0100674

What you will study
In the Masters, you will undertake practical work, 
integrated with screenings and discussions that will  
place your learning in a craft and creative context.  
The degree includes a strong collaborative component, 
which will help you develop a sound understanding of 
how your specialist role fits into the production process. 
You will learn through a problem-based curriculum, 
active learning in small groups, and practical work 
placements that give you an opportunity to combine 
theory and practice.

As a graduate, you will be equipped to begin practice in a 
wide range of film production settings. You will develop 
research skills that will help you respond effectively to 
the changing nature of the industry.

The degree may include the option of a supervised 
industry placement or internship.

Major(s) 
Advanced Screen Production, Digital Filmmaking.

Entry requirements 
Major in Digital Filmmaking: Any bachelor degree or 
higher AND a personal statement that addresses criteria.

Major in Advanced Screen Production: Any bachelor 
degree or higher or Graduate Certificate in Film, Screen 
or Media Production (or equivalent) OR bachelor 
honours degree or Graduate Diploma in Film, Screen 
or Media Production (or equivalent) OR a combination 
of formal, informal and non-formal learning deemed to 
be equivalent to other entry requirements listed AND a 
portfolio of creative work.

Career opportunities 
You will be prepared for a wide range of employment 
opportunities in the screen production industries.  
You will be able to seek work professionally as a writer, 
producer, director, or as a specialist in key creative  
screen production disciplines such as cinematography, 
editing, sound design, postproduction, composition, 
production design, television, animation, games design  
or visual effects. 

Pathway option(s)
 · Masters Qualifying Program

For more information go to griffith.edu.au/college.

Visual arts
Graduate Certificate in Visual Arts Mar 0.5F G, S N/A 40 6.5 A N/A 3181 056918B

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher or relevant work experience.

Master of Visual Arts Mar, Jul 1–2F G, S N/A 160 6.5 A  5663 085198M

Entry requirements: Any bachelor degree or higher or a combination of alternative admission criteria such as formal, informal and non-formal learning deemed to be equivalent to 
a bachelor degree or higher.

Research degrees Intake Duration Campus Cr
ed
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Program CRICOS

Design and visual arts
Master of Design Research Mar, Jul 1–2F G, S 160 6.5 O 5723 096705F

Master of Visual Arts Research Mar, Jul 1F S 80 6.5 O 5052 083100J

Doctor of Visual Arts Mar, Jul 3–4F S 240 6.5 O 6009 062441F

Higher degrees by research
Doctor of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2–4F All 320 6.5 O 6001 062206F

Master of Philosophy Feb, Apr, Jul, Oct* 2F All 160 6.5 O 5001 005100M

*  Higher degrees by research have four intakes per year—February, April, July and October.  
The application schedule is available at: PhD: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/6001/HowToApply/International, MPhil: degrees.griffith.edu.au/Program/5001/HowToApply/International

Refer to degrees.griffith.edu.au for detailed fee information.
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Undergraduate academic  
entry requirements
This table outlines the requirements accepted by Griffith University as meeting academic entry qualifications for the listed 
undergraduate degrees. Students with qualifications not listed are encouraged to apply, as equivalent results from other 
countries can be assessed. 

59 Acting S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 N/A

31 Advanced Business (Honours) S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 82.00

64 Animation S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 73.00

29 Architectural Design S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 70.00

48 Arts S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

43 Aviation Management S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

43 Aviation S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

51 Biomedical Science (Nathan) H2 32 10 N/A 68% 19 77% 96 350 3.6 44 4.6 68 8.5 2.6 1230 27 8.9 74.00

51 Biomedical Science (Gold Coast) H2 32 10 N/A 68% 19 77% 96 350 3.6 44 4.6 68 8.5 2.6 1230 27 8.9 81.00

31 Business S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

51 Clinical Exercise Physiology H2 32 10 N/A 68% 19 77% 96 350 3.6 44 4.6 68 8.5 2.6 1230 27 8.9 94.00

48 Communication and Journalism S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

43 Computer Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 72.00

29 Construction Management (Honours) S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 70.00

53 Counselling S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

37 Criminology and Criminal Justice S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 63.00

51 Dental Health Science H6 39 16 N/A 91% 24 92% N/A 373 4.3 61 5.6 92 13.5 3.3 1420 33 N/A NP

51 Dental Hygiene H3 33 10.5 N/A 69% 20 82% 98 355 3.8 47 4.7 71 9 2.8 1270 28 9.2 97.80

51 Dental Technology H3 33 10.5 N/A 69% 20 82% 98 355 3.8 47 4.7 71 9 2.8 1270 28 9.2 90.00

51 Dental Technology/Dental Prosthetics H3 33 10.5 N/A 69% 20 82% 98 355 3.8 47 4.7 71 9 2.8 1270 28 9.2 90.00

64 Design S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 63.00

40 Education H1 28 7 4.7 65% 17 70% 80 331 3.1 29 3.6 60 / 96* 4.5 2.1 1080 24 8.4 70.00

43 Engineering (Honours) H1 28 7 4.7 65% 17 70% 80 331 3.1 29 3.6 60 / 96* 4.5 2.1 1080 24 8.4 72.00

61 Environmental Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

51 Exercise Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 68.00

64 Film and Screen Media Production S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 73.00

61 Forensic Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

64 Games Design S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

32 Government and International Relations S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

52 Health Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

52 Human Services S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

43 Industrial Design S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

44 Information Technology S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

44 Intelligent Digital Technologies S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

32 International Tourism and Hotel Management S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 63.00

48 Languages and Linguistics S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

37 Laws (Honours) H2 32 10 N/A 68% 19 77% 96 350 3.6 44 4.6 68 8.5 2.6 1230 27 8.9 93.00
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61 Marine Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

52 Medical Laboratory Science H1 28 7 4.7 65% 17 70% 80 331 3.1 29 3.6 60 / 96* 4.5 2.1 1080 24 8.4 79.00

52/61 Medical Science H6 39 16 N/A 91% 24 92% N/A 373 4.3 61 5.6 92 13.5 3.3 1420 33 N/A 99.85

59 Music S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 0

59 Musical Theatre S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 0

52 Nursing S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 81.00

53 Nutrition and Dietetics H2 32 10 N/A 68% 19 77% 96 350 3.6 44 4.6 68 8.5 2.6 1230 27 8.9 80.00

53 Occupational Therapy (Honours) H4 36 14 N/A 79% 21 84% N/A 364 4.0 54 5.3 84 11.5 3.0 1360 31 N/A NP

53 Paramedicine H5 37 14.5 N/A 85% 23 87% N/A 368 4.2 58 5.4 87 12 3.2 1400 32 N/A 97.55

53 Pharmacology and Toxicology S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 70.00

53 Pharmacy H1 28 7 4.7 65% 17 70% 80 331 3.1 29 3.6 60 / 96* 4.5 2.1 1080 24 8.4 76.00

53 Physiotherapy H5 37 14.5 N/A 85% 23 87% N/A 368 4.2 58 5.4 87 12 3.2 1400 32 N/A 98.00

53 Psychological Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 70.00

54 Psychology (Honours) H1 28 7 4.7 65% 17 70% 80 331 3.1 29 3.6 60 / 96* 4.5 2.1 1080 24 8.4 79.00

54 Public Health S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 67.00

61 Science Advanced (Honours) H2 32 10 N/A 68% 19 77% 96 350 3.6 44 4.6 68 8.5 2.6 1230 27 8.9 82.00

61 Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

48 Social Science S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 73.00

54 Social Work S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 68.00

52 Sport Development S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

29 Urban Planning (Honours) S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 65.00

64 Visual Arts S 26 6 4.1 63% 16 65% 75 317 2.7 19 3 50 / 85* 4 1.7 1000 22 7.5 63.00

1GCE A Levels: Aggregate of the best 3 A Level or 
combination of A and AS Level subjects A*=6, A=5, B=4, C=3, 
D=2, E=1 (AS Levels are equivalent to half points, e.g. A=2.5).
2Bangladesh: Bangladeshi Higher Secondary or Intermediate 
Certificate (since 2003). Grade average in the final year 
results OR successful completion of a recognised pre-tertiary 
or foundation program OR successful completion of one year 
study at a recognised tertiary or higher education institution 
is required in addition to the completion of high school studies.
3Gao Kao: Successful completion of the National College 
Entrance Examination (Gao Kao) with a minimum of % of the 
overall maximum score.
4Hong Kong: Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education 
(HKDSE). Aggregate Score in the best 5 Category A/B 
subjects.
5India: All India Senior School Certificate (AISSC) or 
comparable qualification (awarded by CBSE or CISCE).  
An overall grade average % in the best 4 academic subjects.
6Indonesia: Indonesia Secondary School Leaving Certificate 
(STTB SMA) (2013 onwards). Grade average in the best  
5 subjects.

7Korea, Republic of: Korean Republic College Scholastic Ability 
Test (CSAT). A minimum overall grade. The overall grade is 
calculated from the results in Korean Language, Mathematics, 
Science and Social Study Areas. Results in other components 
are not considered.
8Korea, Republic of: Specialised High School Diploma. Grade 
average in the final year results (where A =5, B=4, C=3, D=2 
and E=1).
9Malaysia: Malaysia Independent Chinese Secondary Schools 
Unified Examination Certificate (MICSS/UEC). Aggregate 
score, maximum of best 10 subjects. (Where A1 = 8, A2 =7, 
B3=6, B4=5, B5=4, B6=3, C7=2, C8=1).
10Norway: Norwegian Certificate of Completion of Upper 
Secondary School Examinations. Grade average in final year 
results.
11Pakistan: Pakistani Higher Secondary School Certificate or 
Intermediate Certificate (Pre-Eng & Pre-Med streams only). 
Grade average in final year results. *Standard entry of 85 
relates to the Humanities & Science Streams.
12Singapore: Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of 
Education (Advanced Level) (Level H1=AS Level; Level H2=A 
Level). For H2 subjects, A=5, B=4, C=3, D=2, E=1.  
For H1 subjects, the notional value is half of that assigned  
to H2 subjects. 

13Sri Lanka: Sri Lankan General Certificate of Education (A 
Levels). Grade average in the best 3 Advanced Level subjects 
(where A=4, B=3, C=2, S=1).
14USA/SAT: Composite SAT1 score (from March 2016). 
Students must also have completed a high school diploma.
15USA/ACT: Complete ACT with minimum composite score. 
Students must also have completed a high school diploma.  
16Vietnam: Upper Secondary Education Graduation Diploma 
(Bang Tot nghiep Trung hoc Pho thong). Successful completion 
of year 12 with an average out of 10 in 4 academic subjects.
17Australia: The ATARs listed are correct as at April 2022. 
These are subject to change and should be used as a guide only.

Campuses: G: Gold Coast campus, N: Nathan campus,  
M: Mt Gravatt campus, L: Logan campus 
N/A: not applicable; NP: not published

All information is correct as at April 2022, but is subject  
to change. Visit griffith.edu.au/study/degrees for the most 
up-to-date information.
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This schedule should be read in conjunction with the Undergraduate Programs Admission Policy.  
Prerequisites and any other degree specific admission requirements are available at degrees.griffith.edu.au
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How to apply

After you accept  
your offer 
Once you have accepted your offer you  
will receive an electronic Confirmation  
of Enrolment (CoE) which you will need  
when you apply for a student visa. Visit  
griffith.edu.au/international/plan-your-
move-to-australia for useful information 
about life in Australia including:

 · Accommodation
 · Griffith support services
 · Orientation
 · Public transport
 · Moving to Australia with a family.

Application dates
We recommend that you apply by:
 · 31 January (to start in Trimester 1)
 · 3 June (to start in Trimester 2)
 · 30 September (to start in Trimester 3).

You must allow enough time for your visa 
application to be processed to enable you  
to arrive in time for Orientation Week.  
Some degrees have different application 
closing dates. Check if this applies to your 
degree at degrees.griffith.edu.au

Applying to study at Griffith is easy. With applications open all year round, you can complete  
your application in six simple steps.

Choose the degree you want  
to study.
Find the degree which meets your career 
and study goals at griffith.edu.au/
international-study

Prepare supporting 
documentation.
Include certified copies of your academic 
and English test results (translated into 
English if applicable) plus a portfolio or 
audition if relevant to your degree.

Check if you meet entry 
requirements.
Consider a pathway option if you don’t meet 
direct entry requirements (see page 22).

Apply online.
Apply online or via a registered recruitment 
representative. griffith.edu.au/apply/
international

If you are currently studying at an Australian 
high school you may apply through QTAC 
or UAC.

Check if you are eligible  
for credit. 
If you have existing formal qualifications or 
relevant work experience, you may be eligible 
to receive credit, which will reduce the duration 
of your study. griffith.edu.au/credit

Accept your offer.
You must return evidence of meeting any 
outstanding conditions in your Letter of 
Offer, formally accept your offer and pay 
your total deposit fee.

01 02

03 04

05 06

Visit: 

griffith.edu.au/apply/international 
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How to use this guide

Campuses
G = Gold Coast 
L = Logan 
M = Mt Gravatt 
N = Nathan 

S = South Bank 
O = Online 
E = External

If you enrol in an online or external degree you are 
not eligible for an Australian student visa. Online 
and external degrees can be studied part-time. 

Credit points
Credit Point (CP) refers to the value of  
a course. Generally, one course is worth 
10 credit points.

This may differ depending on your area of 
study. This Guide contains the total number  
of credit points each degree is worth.

Duration
Unless stated otherwise, all degree 
durations (years) are for full-time study. 
For most programs, full-time study is  
80 CP per year (or 40 CP per trimester).

Full-time enrolment is normally a condition of 
retaining a student visa.

Pathways
Degrees with with a tick in the pathways 
column have a Griffith College academic 
pathway. Find out more on pages 22–23.

Honours
Degrees with a tick in the honours column 
have one optional year of honours research 
or the opportunity to complete honours 
within the degree.

Tuition fees
2023 indicative full-time fees are calculated on the 
basis of 80 CP of study (2 trimesters full-time). 

Tuition fees are in Australian dollars and are subject to  
an annual review.

Grade Point  
Average (GPA)
Your Grade Point Average (GPA) is the  
measure used for academic achievement  
at Griffith University. The university uses  
a 7.0 scale where 4.0 is a passing mark.

Your GPA is calculated using your  
academic grades and the credit point  
value of the courses you have completed.

You can calculate your GPA using the  
method shown in the Calculation of  
Grade Point Average policy. 

griffith.edu.au/students/assessment-
exams-grades

English language
All Griffith degrees have English language entry 
requirements. You can check the minimum 
overall IELTS score for your degree in the 
program pages of this Guide. 

Below is a list of other tests we accept, and 
the corresponding results, based on our most 
common IELTS score:

• A minimum overall band score of 6.5 on IELTS 
(Academic) (no sub-score less than 6.0); or

• a minimum score of 575 on TOEFL; or 
• an internet-based (iBT) TOEFL score of 79  

(no sub-score less than 19); or
• no score less than 3+ in each skill of the 

ISLPR (conducted by ISLPR Language 
Services only); or

• a minimum overall score of 176 (no score 
less than 169) on C1 Advanced (formerly 
Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English) 
or C2 Proficiency (formerly Cambridge 
Certificate of Proficiency in English); or

• an overall score of 58 in the Pearson  
Test of English (Academic) with no score  
less than 50.

Griffith University does not normally accept 
English language test results that are more than 
two years old.

Some degrees have higher English language 
requirements. Visit degrees.griffith.edu.au

Undergraduate  
academic entry scale
Standard - S

Higher - H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6 

(H1 = lowest, H6 = highest)

A list of undergraduate entry requirements  
by country, for a selection of countries, are 
listed on page 66.

It is also available in the ‘How to Apply’ tab  
for each degree on degrees.griffith.edu.au

Postgraduate  
academic entry scale
A - any bachelor degree (or equivalent)  
from a recognised university.

R- a related bachelor degree  
(or equivalent) from a  
recognised university.

O - a combination of other  
academic entry requirements.

Some degrees have additional academic  
entry requirements, including specific GPAs  
and work experience. Please check the  
academic entry requirements for your  
degree at degrees.griffith.edu.au

Entry requirements

The following information will help you understand how to read this guide.

Modes of study
F = Full-time study 
P = Part-time study 
For example, 3F = three years full-time,  
1P = one year part-time

Find out more at: 

griffith.edu.au/apply/international/fees

Programs and courses
A student is admitted to a program, and 
on successful completion of all program 
requirements is awarded the degree to 
which the program relates.

Programs are made up of Courses that are 
usually attributed 10 credit points each.  
At Griffith, a typical full-time study load is  
4 Courses per trimester (40 credit points).

http://griffith.edu.au/students/assessment-exams-grades
http://griffith.edu.au/students/assessment-exams-grades
http://degrees.griffith.edu.au
http://griffith.edu.au/apply/international/fees
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Disclaimer
Important note: All information is correct as at April 2022, but is subject to change as content is reviewed and updated. For the most up-to-date information, including specific pathway details,  
visit griffith.edu.au/international-study
Griffith has used reasonable endeavours to ensure that the information contained in this publication is correct at the time of printing but this information may be subject to corrections or changes  
without notice. Griffith reserves the right to alter, change, or discontinue degrees and courses without notice. Griffith assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of information provided by third parties.  
The publication of degree details in this document does not create an obligation on the part of Griffith to teach a degree in any given year, or teach it in the mode described in this publication. It is the 
responsibility of students to check and confirm all general and degree-specific information prior to application and enrolment. In particular, degree offerings, duration, mode, commencement, campus location, 
fees, and entry requirements need to be checked and confirmed. All costs and fees contained in this publication are in Australian dollars (AU$). Applications and enrolments are subject to Griffith’s Privacy Plan, 
which is available online at griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan.

ESOS Compliance
The provision of education services to international students by Australian educational institutions is governed by the Education Services for Overseas Students (ESOS) Act 2000 and the Education Services for 
Overseas Students (ESOS) Regulations under this Act. Griffith, in providing education services to overseas students, complies with the National Code of Practice available through the Department of Education. 
Visit internationaleducation.gov.au and education.gov.au 

In accordance with Griffith University’s Sustainability Plan, this publication has been produced using paper manufacturing and printing techniques that have a minimum impact on the environment. 
griffith.edu.au/sustainability

facebook.com/GriffithInternationalStudents

twitter.com/Griffith_Intl

griffith.edu.au/explore-blog

instagram.com/griffithinternational

Trimester 1  2023 (T1)
Orientation 27 February – 3 March
Teaching weeks 6 March – 2 June
Study days 5 June – 7 June
Exam period 8 June – 17 June

Trimester 2 2023 (T2) 
Orientation 10 July – 14 July
Teaching weeks 17 July – 13 October
Study days 16 October – 18 October
Exam period 19 October – 28 October

Trimester 3 2023 (T3) 
Orientation 30 October – 3 November
Teaching weeks 6 November – 9 February (2024)
Study days  12 February (2024) – 14 February (2024)
Exam period  15 February (2024) – 24 February (2024)

Email: international@griffith.edu.au 
Phone: +61 (0)7 3735 6425 

Key dates

linkedin.com/school/griffith-international

Is sustainability   
as important to you  

as it is to us? 
Take home our Digital Guide 
and leave this brochure for 
someone else to explore.

Scan the QR code to  
add us on WeChat.  

WeChat ID:  
GriffithUni

http://griffith.edu.au/international
http://griffith.edu.au/international-study
http://griffith.edu.au/privacy-plan
http://internationaleducation.gov.au
http://education.gov.au
http://griffith.edu.au/sustainability
mailto:international%40griffith.edu.au?subject=
Julia.Fischer
Firmenstempel

Julia.Fischer
Textfeld
Studierende wenden sich mit Fragen oder für die Bewerbung bitte an IEC: info@ieconline.de
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